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BLADEKUNNER
SCREENING

I am writing to congratulate you on a
very well organised and enjoyable pre-

view of Blade Runner, an excellent film,

in many respects, but flawed in others.

For the film, I would say that when it is

tense, it is really tense, and the effects

were magnificent in every respect, from
the wide shots of Los Angeles itself, to

the flying craft which kept soaring over-

head. The plot itself was original (at

least to me) and certainly made me con-
sider how dangerous androids really

could be, if they were not very strictly

controlled.

As to the event itself, I have already

said that it was very well organised, and
the ABC Shaftesbury Ave was a
smashing cinema to choose, bringing

out the best of the Dolby stereo sound.
Judging from the length of the queue, I

doubt everyone got in, and to those
who didn't I say bad luck and go and see
the film as soon as it opens - it's well
worth the money. The only things that

surprised me was that no one got up to

introduce the film at the beginning, and
there were no audience reaction cards
at the end of the screening for us to fill

out. Not major complaints, but I was
surprised at their ommission.

Rnally, I hope that this was just the
first of many such previews, I know I

shall always attend them. I suppose
what I'm saying, is could you arrange

one for EJ. as soon as possible. That's it

- oh, by the way, the mag is great, and
I'M always be a reader! Thanks once
again.

Martin Tustin,

Horsham,

W. Sussex.

We want to say thanks to who ever it

was at Startwrst responsible for the

idea of a free preview of Blade Runner.

In fact, we would say thanks to Philip

K. Dick and Syd Mead and Vangelis and
Ridley Scott, if we could, and we might
even grovel a little. Even after Star

Wars (to which we remain faithful fans,)

even after staggering blindly from out

third viewing of ExceHbur. it is Blade
Runner that remains the most intense

cinematic experience of our lives.

To say it was worth waking at a
quarter to six to catch the earliest pos-
sible train to London in the morning, in

order to get seats, is an understate-

ment. The atmosphere - and the

people! - in the cinema before the film

was incredible. Hushed, intense con-

versation - quite a change from sharing

a half-empty cinema with a dozen or so
screaming idiots. Two kids behind us
talking nothing but films, films, films . .

.

we've never been to a gathering of

fellow SF fans before. As for when the

credits rolled - well the British

premiere of Empire Strikes Back was
never like this. (I think Ridley Scott's

name found the wildest applause, with

Vangelis a close second.)

As for what happened during the

stunning opening shot of Los Angeles
2(M from the air, we can't remember. I

think my jaw dropped. It may be my
imagination, but somewhere, someone
muttered "Great scott!" under his or

her breath. Never mind!

That opening sequence spoke of

great things. The promise was kept.

Two hours later with the superb
Vangelis score ringing in our ears, we
staggered out. dazed. Ridley Scott's

style is densely-layered detail, image
piled upon image until the artificial

universe created onthe flat screen

begins to leak into reality. Not so far-

fetched, when you spend the rest of the

day in the West End. Like the characters

in the film, we were shoved about,

rained on, almost run down several

times. Most of the people we en-

countered that day were foreigners -

those that were native were often

peroxide-headed punks in black

leather ... no, the only difference

between the city of today and the city of

the future is the height of the buildings

Oh yes, we have to admit, now, that

Brosnan is right - there were no real

science fiction films before Blade
Runner! Star Wars fans that we are, we
admit that Hartan Ellison had a point

when he called the Star Wars saga

"bubblegum for the mind". One cannot
live by bubblegum alone, indeed.

Science fantasy had to grow up.

eventually. Thankfully, it has turned out
that science fiction is just as enjoyable.

Part of the enjoyment is superb
acting. Due praise must be given the

casting of Harrison Ford as Deckard, as
well as excellent performances by the

rest of the cast - but it was Rutger
Hauer's unforgettable, tragic Replicant

that stole the show in the film's te-

rrifying climax. Only one other movie
ever made me turn my eyes from the

screen Raiders of the Lost Ark, During

Blade Runner I hid behind my fingers

twice and whimpered a lot. In other

words, piling on the blood and gore,

zombie-tashion, means nothing unless

there is sympathy for the characters.

That preview audience, in particular,

should be totally familiar with scenes of

Harrison Ford being knocked about
brutally, so why did they keep wincing?

In the end, the credit lor the blame) lies

with the director.

Ridley Scott has made himself an

epk, built on unforgettable sounds and
images - huge buildings like vast

ziggurats, the sunset over a decaying
yet thriving city; built, too, on peaks of

emotion and cinematic power - watch
Ford lose his grip, finger by dislocated

finger, on the edge of a building, a

thousand levels above tirry streets . .

.

and the horrific scene where the

Replicant Roy Batty meets his maker,

literally, and vents his frustration upon
him im a manner that is both shocking
and stangely evocative . .

.

That is film-making. That is the much-
abused craft at its best.

Please excuse us for this ridiculous

bout of waffling. This is the sort of letter

one usually finds in Starhg, not our own
beloved Staihmt There's no need to

print all or any of it so long as you
provide us with a few colour stills of

Rutger Hauer - after aH, there's been
enough of Caroline Monro throughout

past issues. So thanks, again, and good
luck with any more ventures you may
have in the future. Lets hope they'll be
just as successful as the last one - and
that the cinema's bigger.

The two young ladies who arrived in a
cab on Sunday,

Bamham,
Littlehampton,

Sussex.

A word from the Editor: "We've re-

ceived a couple of letters from annoyed
readers who were unable to get into the

London Blade Runner screening. To
those readers and any others who
didn't get in but didn't write we'd like to

say sorry! The screening was arranged
on quite short notice (credit for the idea

should go to Carolyn Jardine and her
colleagues at Dennis Davidson As-
sociates). The ticket page was put
together in something of a hurry and
contained a couple of mistakes, the

worst of which was the misspelling of

Dennis Davidson! With only two weeks
between the release ofStarburst 49 and
the date of the screening there just

wasn't time to issue tickets by post
When Screen One at Shaftesbury
Avenue ABC filled up we thought that

was it. Those who couldn't get in were
told the theatre was full. However,
manager Leslie Grou and his stalwart

staff came through and agreed to open
up the second Screen and run the film

there. Those who bore with us got to

see Blade Runner. The second theatre

wasn't quite full, so we thought that

everyone went away satisfied. Not the

case, as those few letters proved. To
these people we apologise. Future

Starbarst screenings will be strictly

ticket by post only. You learn by your

mistakes! And own up to them! Again,

apologies to any dissappointed

readers"

OOPS!

Last month I wrote to Starbuist criti-

cising it in no uncertain terms. Well, the

news is that you can now come off your

tranquillizers and relax. Whereas I still

believe my comments on certain re-

marks made by John Brosnan, Chris

Charles and Tony Crawley, about Dr
Who and Star Trek, to be true, I must
take back some of the criticisms made
of the magazine as a whole.

This month's edition (No. 49) was a

vast improvement on those that have

gone before, (to borrow a phrase). Not
one mention of those dreaded Zombies
and only one of George Romero (and

that was only in passing). In tact

Starbarst 49 was a diverse and
interesting magazine covering a number
of sf/fantasy films.

"Let's see something on Tron, Blade

Runner, and even Star Trek" I said and
this month . . . there they were. Ifs at

times like these when you wished you'd

kept your mouth shut!
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You even geve us Trekkies e (evour-

able review of Star Trek II: The Wrath ot

fr/)er>—will wonders never cease?

Having seen it myself I must agree with

everything said about it. A thoroughly

enjoyable piece of escapism that was
everything that the first Trek vehicle

wasn't. In fact it was so good I won-
dered whether I, Alan McKenzie and the

rest of Fleet Street saw the same film as

John Brosnan.

You'll be relieved to hear that I have

very little to say about Mr Brosnan this

month. After all nobody actually ex-

pected him to like Star Trek II. I h^ a

feeling that he’d already made up his

mind about the film before he saw it

anyway. After all his cheap shots at the

whole Trek phenomena he could hardly

turn round and admit that the new
vehicle was any good, now could he?

John Brosnan describes Star Trek II

as "a banal, unoriginal and totally

predictable piece of work"—the same
could be said about "It's Only a Movie

Starring John Brosnan". Next time Mr
Brosnan wears a hat I suggest he

checks it carefully to make sure there

ere no grub-like creatures concealed

ready to wrap themselves around his

cerebal cortex!

Apart from the above I thoroughly

enjoyed this month's issue, (pause for

sighs of relief). I hope that this standard

continues in the coming months when I

understand you will be changing your

format yet again.

Paul Butler,

(}amber1ey,

Surrey.

Dear Starburst

As sure as eggs is eggs. I said to myself

on looking at the cover of Starbent 49,

Brosnan will be reviewing Star Trek II,

or else giving it a passing nod in his

column. And he will nor like it He will

ettempt e hatchet job, liberally spiced

with little jibes calculated to upset

hordes of irete trekkies. Yes, unfor-

tunately John Brosnan has become that

predictable, and it is indeed a shame, as

his column was once an enjoyable part

of the magazine, but of late has become

nothing short of smug, masturbatory

exercise. For the last three issues, John

as wasted valuable column inches on a

personal vendetta against those mis-

creants who have committed the

heinous sin of liking Star Trek.

Granted, the letter from Miss Jean

Barron which seams to have sparked

the whole thing off, was an over-

reaction to what was simply a huntorous

remark in Brosnan's column, and indeed

in the following issue John acquitted

himself admirably with a witty put down
of Miss Barron's ire. Ah, but there's the

rubi The general "ambience" of

Brosnan's column of late has suggested

an attempt by the writer to become a

sort of poor man's Harlan Ellison, a

controversial figure, the old "writer-as-

a-superstar" syndrome (the difference

of course being that Ellison doesn't

even have to try, his scathing honesty

and his very nature make him a contro-

versial figure). Now if John's idle remark

provoked such a heated response, think

of the reaction by the trekkies to an

aN-out, full frontal assault on their iconi

His column in Starbent 41 bore out my
worst fears. ". . . Star Trek, the TV show
that has done for the science fiction

genre what Barbara Cartland has done

for literature in general." Wowl
Heaveee! That oughta have those silly

bitches reaching for their poison pens,

eh John??? (Incidentally, two of the

writers you cite in such reverential

tenns in that article John, namely Van

Vogt, and in particular, Asimov are avid

fans of the show). Unfortunately this

remark will probably have the desired

effect. One young lady I know has

already cancelled her subscription to

Starburst exactly the sort of lover)

reaction JB had hoped for I'N bet. Why
deprive yourself of a good magazine just

because one writer offends you? My
initial reaction was that I hoped every-

one would ignore it and John would

grow bored with the whole thing and it

would quickly peter out. But now the

stage is set and I can see this dragging

on for a long, long time.

It's really because of the remarks

about Star Trek II in John's column in

issue 49 that I have been moved to put

pen to pa»(er. I would not classify myself

as a 'trekkie' perse, but rather an SF fan

who holds a special place in his heart for

Star Trek right next to Ellison,

Bradbury, Sturgeon and Dick. I ex-

pected John not to like the movie, as

lately his critical faculties seem to iMve

gone to pot (I meen, the man liked Annie

for Gawd's sakel), but the entire article

reminded me of several vain attempts at

a character assassination of Harlan

Ellison by some incensed fans, which

was printed in a Trek newsletter after

Ellison's superb thumbs down to Star

Trek—The Motion Picture, in Starlog.

There was the same struggle to find

fault, the same nit-picking, the same
extrapolation of insignificant minutae. I

find the criticisms of plot predictability

and talk of caricatures particularly

amusing, coming as it does form James
Bond afficiando Numero-Uno, not to

mention the author of Skyshop, a

magnum opus beside which the plot of

Star Trek II is a veritable Gourdian Knot

and the characters positively Berg-

manesque!

John then leaps with obvious glee

onto the "shig-in-the lug" incident as an

example of Neanderthal' plotting.

Really John? Just use the old grey

matter a little and you can come up with

several good reasons why Kirk should

not mistrust Chekov and Terrel (the

token black as John so thoughtfully

points out tor all of us who may not have

noticed him as 'a black', token or

othenwise, but just classed him as a

person along with all de white folks).

The comparison of Spock's death to a

scene in The Big Bus was pretty

pathetic. The scene was directed and
acted superbly and packed a real

emotional wallop. Not since James
Stewart's guardian angel rang the bell

on his Christmas tree, has a scene in a

movie brought a lump to my throat the

size of the one I had when oT pointy

ears snuffed K. Throughout the movie

and in this scene in particular Nick

Meyer displayed all the talents which

made Time After Time such a beautiful

movie, namely his expert handling of a

'people' story, and his deft manipulation

of actors in an emotional situation.

The apparent criminality of having

middle aged actors in the movie baffles

me. When was the last time you saw a

twenty-five year old Senior Surgeon, or

Chief Engineer on a naval vessel. John?
I must say that I agree with John that

the production did have the took of a TV
movie in parts, but that one minor

quibble aside, I consider Star Trek II a

taut, exciting, well produced piece of

entertainment that all connected with

can be duly proud of, and contrary to

JB's opinion I think it bodes nothing but

good for the future of good SF movies

i.e. good old fashioned humanity has

crept back into the SF blockbuster.

In closing, I must say that it's not the

fact that John didn't like the movie that

annoyed me, but the waste of precious

column inches on a futile attempt at a

hatchet job. from a journalist who is

capable of better things. Cmon John,

confound all our expectations and like

E.T.

James Pauley,

Bolton,

Lancs.

r
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irSEJ.ERNAL..!
E.T.'s rewriting the cinema history

books. The wondrous new Steven

Spielberg movie may have started slow

- well, cool - compared with the first

two American summertime champs, but

E.T has a built-in factor that has it

earning as much as three times the

takes for Rocky III, and Star Trek II. And

that is the greatest word-of-mouth

response for any movie since ... Oh.

since Star Wars itself. And George's

title could be the next to go. With E.T.

earning as much as three million dollars

per day, it's fast catching up on Star

Wars, certainly Empire Strikes Back, as

the biggest moneymaker in world

history.

It's already knocked Superman II out

of the reckoning as the single largest

opener over two weeks with a gross

take of 44,809,568 dollars at 1,116

theatres in fourteen days. (That's gross

all righti). After seventeen days, it had

accrued an unbelievable 58,193,362 dol-

lars . . . and after 25 days E.T. had

accumulated 86,920,785 dollars. If E.T.

can manage that kind of stratospheric

figure in less than its first month of

business - how much in a year?

For the moment, in thd United States,

every other film is dying in Spielberg's

wake. Oh, people are going to see John

Carpenter's The Thing, Clint Eastwood's

Dyfcstra-assisted firefoK soma even

pay for the absolute turkey of the sum-

mer, Hal Needham's Megaforce (so

much for that sequel), but most

admitted they'd gone in to those films

only because they couldn't get into E.T.

That's one explanation of the whop-

ping triumph of Spielberg's 'Tittle film".

People are not only rushing to see it,

spurred on not by hype for once but a

colossal amount of media attentmn

about what has fast become an

American Phenomenon, they're going

back, three, four times in the same
week. And again the next week . .

.

EJ. FIGURES!
When movies attract as much business

as they've been doing during the US
sunwner the studios bend over back-

words to shout their wares in massive

trade advertising. Rather pointless this

summer as the three champs, all

emanated from the same distributor,

the Universal-Paramount-MGM-United

Artists-UIP conglomerate. Anyway for a

short period, Sylvester Stallone held

the opening business crown. Rocky III

(even better than II) raked in 16,015,406

dollars in four days at just 439 theatres.

Next week. Star Trek II arrived, pulling

in 14,347,221 dollars in three d^ at

1,621 theatres and that first wrecked

Superman ITs three-day business of

14,100,523 dollars last year. Whichever

way they tned to cut it. three days vs

four days Rocky III was the winner as it

attracted bigger crowds in less

cinemas. But then E.T. came along, hot

from Cannes adulation, and all the slide-

rules went out the window.

Now I've said this before (here and in

our Fantasy Rfcn Chart), but figures like

this can never prove that one film is

actually, creatively, artistically, even

cinematically better than another. I

report them, though, as some indication

of the public's appetite (and ever in-

creasing demand for OUR kind of films).

That appetitie today in America -

tomorrow the world! - if for E.T.

burgers!

Clint's firefox, a limp, rather boring

thrill, couM, for instance, only generate

8,152,948 in its first three d^ at 881

theatres. Also opening after ET. (tough,

luck, Ridley!), other biggies slide down
right down the tubes. Ridley Scott's

overly re-edited Blade Runner only at-

tracted 6,150,002 dollars on 1,295

screens. The Thing opened really badly

around the three-mill level at 840

cinemas and Megaforce . .

.

well, it's

good that our American cousins are

beginning to recognise hype for what it

is . . . barely earned two-million at 1,193

houses.

Those are, I repeat, all figures for

three days business. In the same
period, E.T. scored another 13-million

and a lot of small changel

And just to keep Steve smiling - if

you can see his smile under that beard

and his ever-present NASA cap - his

production of Poltergeist the only true

little film of the summer, has been

holding up extremely weH, mustering a

decent 31,328,050 dollars Hi 24 days,

about half of Rocky IITs knockout

income.

JOHN& JOE
John Carpenter and Joe Dante are

linking up to lick a favourite project of

John's which he’s been toying with for

three years and more and could never

finish his script on . . . It's the allegedly

true and thoroughly bizarre story of The

Philadelphia Experiment - an EHistein

experiment, in fact with radar Hwisi-

bility carried out by the U.S. govern-

ment H) 1943.

The facts, if they are facts, go down
like this. At the Philadelphia Navy Yard

in 1943, the US Navy, on the say-so of

the government subjected a destroyer

escort ship, the U.S.S. Eldridge and its

crew of twenty to the most powerful

electromagnetic field ever created by

man.

Result: The Eldridge vanished. Ap-

peared hundreds of miles awey at sea.

And then, re-appeared back at the Navy

Yard, more or less intact Which is more

than can be said for the sailors. Some
died. Others returned with their bodies,

their actual molecular structures,

grotesquely scrambled. Others were
walking electromagnetic time-bombs,

exploding and bummg unpredictably.

Others were simply, hopelessly mad.

The entire experiment took place in a

matter of minutes. The truth of the

matter has never been divulged by the

US Navy or the government. It's quite

obvious that they didn’t know what

happened other than the Eldridge had

been hurled to the outer edge of

existence, through a hole Hi the

universe, and back again . .

.

Gets you right there, doesn't iti

CertaHily got to John Carpenter. He

started developing the story back m ha
Pog-gy Avco-Embassy Pictures days.

"He got through 57 pages of his

screenplay and couldn't finish it" the

film's co-producer Doug Curtis tells me.

"They were an incredibly excitHig 57

pages, I can tell you that. Of aU the

subsequent screenpleys. it's remaHied

those 57 pages which have been so

godamned intriguHig that you say,

'C'mon let's do thisl'

"

And, so Doug is doHig it When he

was at Avco-Embassy, he worked with

Carpenter on the project - "this had

alw^ been Embassy's biggest

project" When the company was
recently taken over, however, the new
honchos rejected the project and Doug

Curtis got it back agaHi. "I called John

immediately. 'Do you mnt to be Hi-

volved because no one seems to have

any idea about what the hell is going on

but youT And he said he'd love to . .

.

he's literally been having nightmares

about the story ever sHice he first tried

to write it"

So Carpenter will be the film's

exacutivs producer, and he and Curtis

have signed up Joe Dante to direct it

"Soon as I saw The Howkng,"

comnants Doug Curtis, "I knew Joe
Dante was going to be a director to

watch. Ha’s now been involved on this

project for 18 months."

For the moment the group - New
Pictures Group, Ltd - have a new scrpt

by William Gray and Don Jakoby, but at

Carpentar's suggestmn, Curtis is

hopHig to get Bill Lancaster to do a

re-write. "He's a terrific writer," agrees

Curtis. "I've read both of his scripts for

John, The Thing and Firestartet, and

he's the best there is. Particularly for a

film like this .. . although you can't argue

with his Bad News Bears, either! We
should be shooting Hi the autumn of '83,

right after the re-write, if Bill writes it

Unfortunately, he's very slow. But he's

like John - meticulous. Each scene is

like a screenplay Hi itself.

"Stephen King has always wanted to

do this story too. He’s never told me
that but he's said it to other people. And

at one point, we were even talking

about him possibly doHig the final

screenplay. But the best news is that

now John is back. Hell be primarily

responsible for guMing the new screen-

play. The budget has never been a

problem. As independents we can make

it for less than 20 millHin. No, the

problem has always been the script.

How do you make a story that is so

incredible - credible?"

Aadtrae?

"WeH. milNon of people believe it's true.

We’re startHig to make a fikn that

denotes this is a true story and we feel

we know how to do that now. But I'm

not sure I should be talking too much

about that until we have the final

screenplay."

Well, as1^ as it doesn’t tarn out to bo

sMMfcer Final Countdown . .

.

Curtis laughed. "It's amazing how many

people say that. Well, no it won’t be that

way at aH. We're using what reaNy

purports to be the facts and we'H have

the best special effects people. John

and Joe have already been workHig, of

course, with the best people Hi that

field. We might be going with the team

who made the brilliant effects Hi The

Howling, for example. The story is the

true star of this picture, but there's still

about eight people promHient in the

cast - and ofcourse, these days, special

effects are cast IHce the actors!"

SOLO DANTE
While awaiting the final Philadelphia

scenario, Joe Dante has been keeping

his hand Hi with his Twilight Zone
epoode in July - and an August start-

date for somethHig called The Movie

Orgy. Although this project is also for

Rkrrways, it wilt make extensive use of

library footage from American-lnter-

natkinsl films. No great problem as

RImways bought up AlP some time ago.

I expect sme later Cormania from his

New World Pictures, will also find its

way Hito this movie. Or re-make? It

started life, you see, when Joe Dante

and Airplane producor Jon Davison first

IHiked up Hi 1966. Long before working

for Cbrman (Hi his trailer-makHig

department) th^ showed their gifts by

tack)ing together a compilation movie

from sH sorts of exploitation fibns.

I think they should still keep their
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original monicker for the mad result:

The All Night Once-ln-A-Lifetime

Atomic Movie Orgy.

CARPENTBERGER?
Before making his Carpenter project of

course. Joe Dante is linked with Spiel-

berg's Tmhght Zone. I also hear that

Uncle Steve is talking script deals with

Carpenter*s favourite scribe of the hour.

Bill Lancaster. Can it be far off then

before Carpenter and Spielberg do a

Lucasberger act . . . hmm?

KURTS PROMOTION
Kun Russell is going up in the world.

Three of his last four movies were for is

mate, Carpentar; the fourth, incident-

ally, was Spielberg's Used Cars. Now,
Kurt has been elected by Mike Nichols

for his highly dramatic science-fact film.

Silkwood, based on the Karen Silkwood
plutonium affair. Kurt's role? He'll be
Meryl Streep's boyfriend. Rather bener
than chasing Carpenter's Thing. He's

due back in Carpenter country if and
when they ever saddle up with EMI for

the long-delayed El Diablo Western.

PSYCHO It BEGINS
Well, it's come to pass . . . Spurred on by
the nobodies and their Return of

Norman notion. Universal has begun
production of Psycho II. Anthony
Perkins and Vera Miles, who never

expected to be this lucky, top the cast

as Norman Bates and Lila Crane, 22

years later. Tom Holland has scripted

the sequel, and not Robert Bloch who
had already mapped out a possible

return to his Bate's Motel.

And who's daring to taka over where
Hitchcock, The Master, left off? None
other than the alleged down-under
Hitch, Richard Franklyn, from Road
Games and Patrick. Although bom in

Melbourne, Franklyn studied at the

superstar-making University of

Southern California's film school. His

fellow students were Lucas, Milius,

Carpenter and his co-producer on The
Blue Lagoon. Randall Kleiser. Their

course included a visit to observe

Hitchcock at work on the sat ... I hope
he remembers how little blood Hitch

used!

UP, UPANDAWAY III
Richard Lester began shooting

Superman III at Pinewood studios on
Monday, June 21 . Although I must say it

sounds rather like Superman / to me.

Richard Pryor, as first announced here,

oh, eons ago is playing the villain, Gus
Gorman. Well, he starts as a baddy and

finished up as Supia's pal. Pamela
Staphanson is (having to keep her

clothes on) in there somewhere as
Loreli Ambrosia. And if that pairing

doesn't sound like a re-run of Gene
Hackman and Valerie Perrine as Lax

Luthor (11 . . . now GG) and Eve

Teschmacher, I don't know what is . .

.

Better news is that despite all their

bitter rows' and heated threett, the
SsHunds obviously settled some kind of

terms with Margot Kider. She's back in

Chris Reeves' arms as Lois Lane. But . .

.

to make sure she toes the party line,

this third film reduces her role to

introduce Lois' rival for ole Supie.

Annette OToole is also in from the

America to play Lana Lang. It's an

improvement on her last role - a bar

tender m 48 hours.

Once again, the film will make use of

certain Canadian locations (loft over

from Superman II? and the unit will also

be travelling to Italy for some se-

quences. The new (?) script is by Devid

and Leslie Newman, who worked on

both other films. And I expect the result

will be the big Christines 1983 release,

although I've not had that confirmed

yet. Warner Brothers, but of course, will

be releasing it world-wide - except for

two areas tha Salkinds keep to them-

selves, Mexico and Switzerland. I

wouldn't mind having aH tha returns

from just Mexico and Switzerland my-

self.

CARDINAL CHRIS
No Christopher Reeve movie for

Christmas this year, though. Plans to

release his Vatican thriller. Monsignore,

worldwide for the holidays have been

suddenly switched to February. The
reason? Producer Frank Yablans simply

had second thoughts and felt that a film

about a cardinal with Mafia connections

might not go down well with (^tholics

and others at Yuletids. I gather Chris

agrees. He's not worried by the new
date either, Although it means that his

switch to a man of the cloth from the

man of steel will not be eNgible for the

next Oscar nominations.

White awaiting the start-date of

Supie III. Chris has been shooting tv

commercials for free. Well, they’re

special, you see. The product he's

selling is accident prevention and the

blurbs are mada for the WiN Roger's

Institute. Other names chipping in are

Ricky Schroder and American footballer

Joe Namath.

SUPER-SHY
Berta Dominguaz 0 is the wife of

Alexander Salkind, an mother of Ilya -

the Superman producers. She doesn't

kke to advertise the (set as she's

making her own movies. She's had a big

success with Maya about a Mexican
teacher working in Harlem. She wrote,

produced, co-diracted and starred in it

under the abas Abigua Oomsa. She’s
now preparing her new film. Where is

Parsifal? under her real name aciting in

her own script that is, with hope^lly

George Cukor directing. ’’I never like to

trade on the Salkind name," she says.

"Ilya would lika to produce Parsifal, but
he'll be too busy with Superman III. It

will, though, be billed as a 'presentation

of Alexander Salkind.'

"

She hardly needs help from the
family. She’s already signed up Rudolf

Nureyev to be Morjack the Magician,

Matthieu Carriare and as young Parsifal

himself (familiar to all Arthurian legends
fans), the latest film-making mamber of

the Chaplin dan, Christopher Chaplin.

She’s also taking to Lord Laurence

Olivier, Ruth Gordon and Christopher

Lee. Exactly the largish plans you'd
expect of a lady like Berta - a direct

daughter of an assissinated president

(pro-tarn) of Mexico and, as she proudly

adds, she's a direct descendant of

Montezuma, himself. He was a hero
before Superman was first inked in on
the page

BRAINSTORM
BUYER?
Four Hollywood major companies have
been looking over Doug Trumbull's

trouble-ridden Brainstorm movie with a
view to buying it for release - and one
supposes, offering Trumball the extra

loot to finish off the effects. Word is

that Paramount have the edge on
Columbia, Wamars and Universal in the
worth, not to say, the wealth of their

proffered deal. Tha film, you1l racaN, is

Natalie Wood's last, not that ner

accidental death ruined it but MGM
seemed to think that was a good reason
for simply collect tha insurance loot

from Lloyds of Lorkton, not qo to jail and
win the Monopoly game, Trumbull nad
thought ha vws pl^ng the film-making

game. Trouble with that sport is he who
holds the purse-strings changes the
rules . .

.

KING/GEORGE SALE
Well, hush mah mouth . . I Within a

month of returning from Cannes and
reporting how George Romero and
Stephen King decided at a bunch of Midi

meetings not to make a Creepshow
distribution deal with Universal in

America, but release their cracking

movie with their United Rbn backers . .

.

they've made a deal with Warner
Brothers! That's for Amorica only as so

many other countries made release

deals with the company at Cannes,

although Warners are keen on trying to

pick up some of those territories as well
(which could mean a handsome profit

for foreign companies who bought the
film for, say, France, Germany, Australia,

even Britain - if anyone did have the
sense to buy it for Britain!).

The deal means that Creepshow will

now be rpleased Stateside in late

October instead of King-Gaorge’s July
plans. And upon reflection, they and the
film will probably do much better that

way. As mentioned, the American sum-
mertime box-office has broken all

records, but only three of the big films

released have fout>d any major success.

The rest heve been swamped - and as
an independent release, Ceepshow
might well have been among that

number, which would have been bed
news. What's more to the point of

course, if Creepshow now does well,

it's very much on the cards that

Warners will then finance The Stand
and that’s the movie we’re all waiting
for, isn't it?

VIDGAM8S
Disney enter the home video-games
field - as well as tomorrow's style of
film-making - with Tron. Tha gama win

have to be good based on Star Wars.

Empire Strikes Back Revenge of the

Jedi in the arcades and the Lucasfilm-

Parker Brothers, Raiders game for

homes. Why the film-makers’ rush into

this new indoor sport? Quits simply

really. Last year in America, people

spent more money on video games than

movies . . . and the figure is rising.

Hourly!

TREKKIES CONTD
With his terrible new tv series. Hooker,

behind him, William Shatner is sending
Kirk up higher than man has been before

in the Airplane It—The Seguel comedy.
He pl^ Buck Murdock, chief of a

lunar(tic) base. And as for the famous
demise of Leonard Nemoy, I think you
can forget it Star Trek III, so I'm told,

will be called The Search for Spock.

QUICK TAKES
Under-rated American actor James
Woods jumps from David Cronenberg's

Videodrome and Debbie Harry to Sergio

Leone's comeback. Once Upon A Time
in America and De Niro. That's no jump.

That's a quantum leap . . David Warner,
the baddy (what else?) in Tron joins

brain surgeon Steve Martin in The Man
with Two Brains . . . Ex-Bond girt Lois

{Moonraker) Chiles among the new
Dallas line-up . . . After Supie III, Richard

Pryoi joins forces with Richard Dreyfuss

to send-up the Pentagon j) Ain't No
Heroes . . . Sigourney Weaver, so far

these days from Alien, starts Deal ofthe
Century Witt) Chevy Chase in October . .

.

Lou Ferringno has an Italian rival to his

Hercules venture. Its called Hercules in

Blue Jeans

MOREETs..?
Micheal Laughlin is an American

producer who films anywhere but

home. Last year, he made his directing

debut with Strange Behaviour {ex-Dead

Kids) in New Zealand. Then, he was
trying to set up Masmeriied for director

Jerry {Moonlighting) Skolimowski in

Australia . . . until he found something

on his sleeves that was rather more
timely. It’s called Strange Invaders and
has some less than friendly ETs taking

over a small mid-West township. He
started shooting in August - in Canada.

The script is by Laughlin (Leslie Caron’s

husband) and his Strange Behaviour
writar, William Condon. They call the

movie fun science fiction 'like those

bug-eyed monster epics of the 19S0s.~

The antithesis of E.T, then.

BO WINS
Sb( months or more after the film was
released, an American appaals court

judge threw out the breach of contract

and copyright charges brought against

Bo and John Derek's Tanan, The Ape
Man film by the heirs of Tarzan creator

Edgar Rice Burroughs. Hizzoner Judge
Kearse found that the 1331 license deel

between Burroughs and MGM gave the
studio the right to create original story

about the jungle characters, that the
1332 originel film was written that way,
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twt based on the book at all, and there-

fore M6M held re-make rights to their

own and not Burroughs' property. But,

of course, what really up the Burroughs

Estate ¥vas Bo's body being as loosely

clad as Tarzan's. Hinoner, like the rest of

us, rather enjoyed those scenesi "The
nudity doesn't alter the story," he
reported, "but contributes to it." True
enough Minus Bo, the film would have
been empty.

JUNGLEJANE
There shouldn't be any litigational

trouble with the Burroughs kin on the

new jungle movie called, simply, Jane.
Or not according to writer-producer Ken
Hartford. "I wouldn't be so unoriginal as

to imitate Edgar Rice Burroughs," he
claims. In that case why does he call his

girl stranded as a kid in the jungle after

her parent's murder, Jane . . .when her

name in the script is . . . Carolyn?

Ah, yes, well, you see, says Hartford,

when she's brought back to civilisation

(having been raised, of course, by the

apes ... no, sorry, by the animals, it says

here) she's naturally headlined Jane oy

the ever wicked press who have little

compunction about imitating Bur-

roughs.

Ken Hartford and his director ross
Hagan are still searching for their star of

the 12 mokion dollar movie. They want a
blonde about 5ft Sins, 18 or 19, athletic,

with a great figure. Don't we all!

BNTER: NAD.W.A.S.
I've a new acronynm for your collection.

American, but of course: NA.0.W.A.S.
It stands for the North American Doctor
Who Appreciation Society Some 4,000

of its members got together at the

Americana Congress Hotel in Chicago
during f.T.'s summer for their second
convention - which happens to coincide

with the twentieth anniversary of the

good old Doc. Backing up the birthday
was Lionheart Television International,
who have rights on 41 episodes of the
series and do rather weN by Aunty in
flogging them around the local tv
stations. They call the package deal The
Doctor Who ^i-Fi Film Festival. Owch!

JAMIE'S RIVALS
Look out Jamie-babie, the Germans
have found two contenders for your
terror-queen role. They prove, in fact, to

be Jamie Lee Curtis' half-sisters.

Allegro and Alexandra Curtis. They are

the result of Tony Curtis' second
marriage to the German actress,

Christine Kaufman. The movie they're

making is called. Gold of Love. The
genre? Terror, q^t else? They're

either copying Jamie ... or simply taking

a leaf out of Dad's scripts because he
has been making some pretty terrible

movies over the last three years. (He
deserves better).

SWAP-SHOP
Ludo Fulci's 12 million dollar Italian

Conan rip, Siegfried's Sword, has been
cut from the Ameti Productions'

schedules in Rome despite all its

8
— —

Cannes brouhaha. The reason, accord-

ing to Edmondo Amati and his sons
Sandro and Maurizio (now his partners

in his 30-year-old combine) is obvious.

There's too many magic sword movies a
foot in Rome just now Instead, the clan

redeployed their budget into a new off-

shoot company to make . . . what else

but a sequel to their Jaws rip-off Great

White - released by Eagle Films in

Britain as Shark. James Franciscos is

unlikely to return for the re-run after

universal, one of his usual Film City

employers, won the legal right to con-

fiscate the Italian rip-off in America. But
Enzo G. Castellari is expected to direct

again, with the Bruce, Italian style, in

the safe hands of its makers Giorgio

Ferrari and Giorgio Pozzi.

MILES MOVIES
The dearth of sword numbers in Rome
doesn't seem to worry Miles O'Keeffe,

though. Anything, it seems, was better
tfran making Adam and Eve. The ex-

Tarzan walked out of that project and
made it up to his Italian producers by
shooting another quickie sword 'n'

biceps number, rather like his Ator _
The Fighting Eagle. Prancing around a

studio set with both chest and buttocks
as free as Adam, tie s leaving to some
other guy. Can't say I blame him . .

.

CHINA RAIDERS
Most of what I told you about a past-

paced thriller called High Road To China
(Starburst 42) has been drastically

changed since tv hotshot Tom Selleck

took over the lead role from Roger
Moore. Several of the book's colourful

characters have been cut - though not
the Warizi tribe leader allowing Brian

Blessed a re-run of his Flash Gordon
type, minus wings.

Brian Hutton (directing instead of

John Huston, with Bess Armstrong in

what had been Bo Derek's slated role)

says the changes are because the Jon
Cleary novel was too masive to fit the
single movie. What he doesn't say is

that the cuts are made very much with
Raiders of the Lost Ark Hi mmd.
Tom Selleck, as we all know

(yawwwwni) was the Lucasberger's

first choice for Indiana Jones. George
and Steven knew he'd just shot the

Magnum, P i pilot suggested that CBS
hold off shooting the series for a year as
Seleck would be a hotter name after

their film. No deal! Tom later lost two
other movies because of the series.

Well, the script of his first massive
movie (a 20 milIkMi dollar caper with

Yugoslavia doubling for China, Afghani-

stan and Turkey) has been totally re-

sprung to (a) junk all the obvious

Raiders' connections, such as rescuing

Bess' archaeologist father with the

ransome of a priceless jade statuette,

while (b) telescopHig the plot from 18

days to 12 HI order to match the speed
of Raiders.

SELLECKON RAIDERS
Now It Can Be Told Dept. Tom Selleck

could have made Reiders, after alt ... He
lost on Indy when CBS-tv refused to

postpone the shooting start of the

Magnum series. But once he arrived on
Hawaii to begin work, the actors' strike

struck . "Raiders was able to keep
going in Europe because of a special

dispensatwn. But we couldn't make a

movie on Hawaii. So, in fact, I could

probably have done both." I thought I'd

missed my shot . . . from now on I'd be
just a TV actor, you know. I felt entitled

to get something out of K, though, and
kept telling people. That was my part

you know!'

He admits that the Lucasberger had
obviously seen every other actor in

town before gettmg around to hHn - but

at least they had definately wanted him.

Once the movie came out Tom's friends

advised hHn to give it a miss figuring it'd

be depressing to see what a big chance
he'd missed. He went anywey and loved
it like the rest of us. "It's hard to

iirogine anyone being better than Har-

rison Ford in it. He was quite wonderful.
It was really his film."

So is it as a tribute - or a rip-off - that

for his High Road To China heroic role

Tom has cut his hair short in a 20s'-

cum 30s' style, kept his Burt Reynolds'

moustache . , . and a Harrison Ford four-

five days' growth of stubble . . .?

MAD MAXRUNS
The title proved all too true. Mel Gibson,
Sigourney Weaver and the entire unit of

The Year ofLiving Dangeously have fled

their Manila locations for the relative

calm of Australia after fanatical Muslim
riots and death-theatres. Trouble

started when RlipHio Muslins believed

that the movie - a romantic thriller set
during the overthrow of Sukarno in

Indonesia Hi 1965 - was an anti-Islam

pKture. That, they figured, was why the
film was being shot Hi the Philippines and
not Hi Indonesia. They were wrong
about everthing but that didn't stop a
riot ot some lOJXIO Muskms and a barrage

of successive written and telephoned
bomb threats. And so at the cost of

t20,IX)0 dollars, the cast and crew
bolted - quKk.

Director Peter {Gallipoli) Weir denies
any suggestion that the fast exit was
simply a publicity stunt, that the Manila

locatkins fiad finished, anyway. "The
threat was very real," he says . . . "that

same kind of unpredKtability and con-

vktion that we saw Hi Iran. I was
scared."

So was everyone else. Mel Gibson
saH) he kept getting unnerving phone
calls asking hHn, "Are you a brave and
courageous man, Mr Gibson?"

OBITUARY
Curt Jurgens, 69, dead from a series of

heart attacks Hi Vienna on June 18, is

the first of the OtU villaHis to have died
since the series began twenty years
ago. He's certanly the only one buried Hi

an Austrian grave of honour close to the
tombs of Beethoven, Brahms, Schubert,

Mozart and Straus (Johann). Jurgens
played Karl Strom(>eg, kidnapper of

nudeer subs, and cause of the world's

biggest soundstage at Pinewood for the
ninth (official) Bond outing. The Spy
Who Loved Me, Hi 1977.

(kincenred, as he loved to relate, at

the Imperial Russian Court at St

Petersberg (where his mother was
French teacher to the Russian royals),

the Munkh-bom Curd Gutsaf Andre

Gottlieb Jurgen Jurgens starred Hi

more than 160 Euro and Hollywood

qiovies, including I Aim at The Stars

(1960), J. Lee Thompson's biopic on
German rocket designer Wenhier von

Braun without whom Neil Armstrong

could never have made his giant leap for

mankind on the lunar surface. Although

he inevitably played numerous Nazis on-

screen, Jurgems had been thrown Hito

a concentration camp tor "political

undesirables" by Goebbels Hi 1944.

After the war, he became a naturalised

Austrian, a collector of beautiful homes
(six) and wives (five) and published his

autobiography when aged SixtyAnd Not
Yet Wise

That went for his heart condition,

too; all his final films, includHig the

Bond, were made against his doctors'

advke. His funeral could have been
staged by the 007 designer Ken Adam -
15,000 people attended the torchlight

processnn at night. (Before you send
off any missives, the late Robert Shaw
and Lotte Lenya weren't major villains,

but henchmen killers in their Bond flick

From Russia with Love, OK?).

Robert E. Gottschalk, 64, founder of

Panaviaion and inventor of most im-

portant film-making cameras since the
war, was found murdered in the master
bedroom of his Bel Air home in June.
(Laos Chuman, 27, said to be Gatts-

chalk's house-guest for two years, was
later charged with the killing). A
Chkago-bom maker of shorts,

Gottschalk was a pioneer in shooting in

16mm Kodachrome and blowing his

frames up to 3Smm Technicolour. He
fonned his first company in 1949, and
was soon inventing a free-moving

underwater camera for his deep-sea
work. When Cinemascope arrived in

1953, he formed Panavision to design

anamorphic projection lenese. His

Panavision 65 system was first used by
WillHim Wyler on Ben-Hur in 1959 and
five years later close to half of all

Hollywood films were usHig his equip-

ment. He then spent six years perfect-

ing his Panaflex camera, small, light-

weight, very mobile and above all, quiet

(no more than 28 decibels). It was hailed

as the most advanced camera in the

world and Steven Spielberg used it first

on The Sugarland Express in 1974. Next
came the Panaglide which director

Sydney Pollack called "probably the

greatest breakthrough since the

camera came out of its sound-enclosed

box."

EJ. ENCDRE . .

.

And the latest E.T. success news I have
is that it's constant hold-overs around
America mean a delay at Los Angeles'

prestigwus CHiereme Dome cinema for

Universars next release . . . KevHi

Brownlow's reconstruction of Abel
Gance's 1927 masterpiece, Napohen, in

a mint 70mm six-track Dolby sund (for

CarmHie Coppola's score) print.

Somehow I think that Gance, the

greatest innovator the films ever knew,
would have approved of the delay . .

.
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CANNES CUTTINGS
Add one more to the Conan syndrome,

Sandy Howard's production of The

Primithfes to be directed by Freddie

Francis in Yugoslavia's great ancient

caves of Postnoma . . . Lorimar, the

Dallas-makers, are into a son-of-Fron

video games fantasy, Star Fighters with

"the most incredibly innovative com-

puter-simulated special effects," says

boss man Larry Sugar. They'll have to be

good. Sugar, to beat Iron's . . . Michael

{Wolfen) Wadleigh’s big sf film. Mirror

Man, starts this winter with a premiere

planned for Springtime, 1984 . . . Herman

Cohen, of / Was A Teenage Werewolf

memory, has bought a chiller called

IfVarch Me When I Kill ... But Herman's

also wooing the chop-suey market with

The Steel Fisted Dragon starring who
else but Steve Lee (5reve?ll) . . . David

Carradine headlining the Halloweenish

Trick or Treats opposite The Fury's

Carrie Snodgress . . . David's ex-old

lady, beauteous Barbers Hershey has

joined the Apollo astronauts' movie.

The Right Stu^ . .

.

Last I heard about her

love-life, she was living with Blade

Runner co-

writer Hampton Fancher. Maybe she

still is. Both his ‘n’ her films are Alan

Ladd productions, you see . . , Good to

have friends at court.

BRITISHJAWS
America has Jaws. Now comes the

British reply The Pike. No, not the

twerp from Dad's Army ... nor a fishing

special for video, but a big movie about a

beeg fish. It's based on the book (now
out in Hamlyn paperbacks) by Steve

Twemlow He's worked on the script

with Gus Ramsden and will have a role

in the movie as well. (Steve also acts in

the film of his Tuxedo Warrior book). To
jazz up the movie. I gather producer Kris

Dillinger is chatting up Joan Collins. I

doubt she'll have the time inbetween

finishing Nutcracker and returning to

Tellypapland for Dynasty. Always worth

the asking, though . .

.

SPANISH SHOCKER
Having done so well with the World Cup
staging, Spain is making greater effort

at filmmaking too. Or, to put it another
way, Juan Piquer Simon Is no longer

directing everything. A certain Fran-

cisco R. Gordillo, for example, is re-

sponsible for The Trap . .

.

which is not

the 1946 American cheapie known over

here as Murder At Malibu Beach, not

the French sex-thriller of 1958, nor even
Richard Widmark's 1959 thriller re-

leased hereabouts as The Baited Trap,

and nothing to do with Oliver Reed's
Canadian fur-trapping number for Rank
in 1966 Popular title, huh? It's a new
creeping (well limping) ghoulie number
about a fella in dark, not to say black,

glasses and orthopaedic shoes who
makes a habit of inviting tasty young
damsels down to his Riviera hideaway
and never, as it were, letting them go.

He likes souvenirs of his kills, you see.

Like their heads—which he embalms
and then hides from gendarmes' sight

inside his more acceptable hunting

trophies in the billiards room. Trouble is

he tends to keep the torsos in the

'fridge Careless!

Jack Taylor, a regular in the Jess

Franco movies, heads the Spanish cast

which makes no overtures to the out-

side world by trying to similarly angli-

cise monikers. They're called Mirta

Muller, Claudia Graby and Juan Mes-
seguer and they're quite happy about it.

Pedro Camacho did the make-

up. He's no Tom Savini. But he's show-
ing promise. From little acorns, etc.

ZIMBABWE MOVIES
My prize for quite the worst Cannes

brochure aimed at either the media or

money-men goes to producer Geoffrey

Rose's amateur comic-book effort push-

ing a serious (I'm told) movie called The

Secret of Planet Earth. Why Rose chose

to make his live-action film look, first of

all. like an animation venture is beyond

me. Dn top of which, give these colour

daubings of a five-year-old chimp, his

publicity outfit make it seem an asinine

animation venture. This could because

(a) Rose wasn't looking for backing, he's

making the movie himself with his own
cash and in (b) Salisbury, Zimbabwe!

That's where he has his own studios . .

.

first utilised for his film of Tuxedo

Warrior, also directed by Andrew Sin-

clair. That film worked out fine; very

fine. This new one . . . who knows after

such a made pre-sales campaign.

Designed as a 10 million dollar project

(so the brochure must have cost 45p),

the movie is a scientific fantasy con-

nected with the famous magnetic line

which apparently can be drawn be-

tween such ancient global ruins as

Stonehenge, Easter Island, the great

Pyramid and the Wall of China, among
others. Dur heroic trio aim to drive rubk

spikes into the exact centre of these

sacred places, complete an acupunc-

ture of the earth's navel and thereby

restore long lost magnetic, holy forces

(by which migrating birds still fly

straight lines over zillions of miles).

They unleash more than magnetism.

The golden helmeted lost race of

Zimbabwe, for example. (I bet they're

news to Robert Mugabe).

It sounds something right up

Spielberg's street. At least it sounds

much better than those cartoons imply

(I hope).

HOMECOMINGII
When / got home, in a state of battle

fatigue, I found posters all over my little

French ville for Jour de Sang. Sounds a

good movie, I thought. (Shows you the

state I was in—there's no cinema in my
town). The Day of Blood notices were

about the visiting blood donor brigade. I

thought of giving some—ff they'd agree

to send it to Pete Walker. With that

276-year-old cast, he might just need

some.



the watcher
in the woods

T
his, the new Disney feature, has a somewhat
troubled production history behind it which
accounts for the belated release some two years after

its completion. Various stories regardir>g the problems
have surfaced, all commenting on the ending of the
picture. Apparently the original conclusion featured an
alien planet and beings which were so poorly executed
that they drew hoots of derision from American audiences
and the movie was pulled from circulation somewhat
rapidly.

This tpread: A
tehction of scenes
from the Disney
thriller. Watcher

in the Woods.

Whatever the full and correct story is, what wo are
interested in here is the final version, not the saga
surrounding it. I’m happy to report The Watcher in the
Woods is actually not>bad at all and brings back happy
childhood memories of such other Disney items as The
Moonspinners, Swiss Family Robinson, Polfyanna and
others which always seemed to star a pre-pubescent
Hayley Mills. Watcher is no classic to bo sure, but remains
lights years ahead of those awful films with the adult in

mind. The Black Hole and the horrendous Night Crossing.
Watcher in the Woods is actually a children's Disney film,

something the studio have had variable success with over
the years.

Watcher is quite a conglomeration of genre trends. It

starts out as a haunted house yarn and rapidly moves
through possession, mystery, apparent prowler on the
loose and ends up as science fiction! Surprisingly this

mish-mash of ideas actually works and thanks to the script

by Brian Clemens, Harry Spalding and Rosemary Anne
Sisson Watcher in the Woods provides 90 minutes of
interesting if undemanding entertainment. It's a complex
story and with Brian Clemens involved occassionly
reminds one of The Avengers and other Clemens pieces
like Captain Kronos, Vampire Hunter, with its plot twists
and surprises.

Basically it's the story of an American family, with Mom
and Dad played by Carroll Baker and David Mc^llum and
their two children, 17 year old Jan (Lynn-Holly Johnson)
and 10 year old Ellie (Kyle Richards), who rent a rambling
mansion from the mysterious Mrs Aytwood (Bette Davis)
for the Summer. Within minutes of moving in odd things
start to happen. Mirrors and windows crack mysteriously
and Jan starts seeing the image of a girl in various perts of

?0
I

the house and neighbouring woods. Along with this is the
revelation that Mrs Aylwood's daughter Karen
disappeared without trace some thirty years previously.
To give more of Watcher's plot away would be unfair, as
much of the unravelling of the mystery and its sf
denoument provides a good proportion of the film's
entertainment values.

Under the steady hand of John Hough, Watcher in the
Woods is never less than interesting although a couple of
the performances let the film down along the wav. Young
Kyle Richards displays a great deal ot stridency in her
performance and there's a touch of the typical Disney brat
about her, a little like Kevin Corcoran in such Disney pics as
Toby Tyler. Ian Bannen as John Keller also goes over the
top from time to time and Baker and McCallum barely have
time to sketch in the important parent figures. Although
she actually has very little screen-time, it is Bette Davis
who dominates the film, bringing a real touch of sadness
to the woman who has never known the fate of her missing
daughter. She gets some good competition from the very
pretty Lynn-Holly Johnson, last seen in Ice Castles, and
should Ms Johnson be blessed with the right parts, she
could be an actress to watch in the furure.
There's a marginal love interest for Johnson in Benedict

Taylor, although his part seems, along with several other
scenes, to have hit the cutting room floor in the studios,
effort to make the film more comprehensible and tighter.

Watcher in the Woods definitely has a few scares in
stores, and though I'm overly susceptible to such technical
exercises, there's at least one shock that lifted the preview
audience out of their seats en masse. Director Hough was
responsible for LegendofHellHouse some years ago and
the still unreleased minor masterpiece Incubus, so he
knows what ho is doing with the horror and haunted house
elements and for the most, these work pretty well,
providing gentle thrills for most of the time. However the
ending is a little wanting and the special effects are just
plain dull, but then given the problems attached to the
climactic sequerKe, I guess we are lucky to see Watcher at

all.

Worth seeing as a genre film and the two ten year olds in
front of mo were gripped throughout. Maybe it's the first

horror film for childrenO
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W all, this )• mor* IHw K. Produear Brandon Chaaa,
raaponaitHa for that raoant daliflht AHIgMor. haa
hit tha (ackpot again with Tha Sword

»

0tdth»
Sortoror.o film that haa mora honaat thrllla and axcHamant
than tha aavaraty diaappointing Conors itm
Borborlon.Contn't pondaroua haavy handad nao-
Oarmanic approach gata tha albow hara aa Chaaa and
diractor Aibart Pyun opt for maximum involvamant and
pura abaurdiat axcapiam. And It coat a fraction of Conon't
budget tool Haro the film-makara uaa that to thair

advamaga making up In ahaar varva and charm what It

lacka in all other dapartntanta. But than thal'a a the mark of
a good exploitation film and r/iaSwordandeha Sorcarar la

one of the beat examplaa of ita type, it novar chaata the
action audianca h la primarily aimad at. h takaa Idaaa
you've aaan a million tlmaa before arKl makaa them aaam
fraah and original. Above everything aiaa, it la aincara ond
that la one of tha moat important attributoa of ail. To aay
that r/raSMrordartdf/raSorcararaucaadaonavarylavella
praiaa arKxrgh but what I hadn't expected waa how
intentionally hllarloua It proved to be. Letting tha audianca
ahara tha abaurdity of it all la a dartgaroua line to tread but
hara itworka to groat advantage. You raally do laugh along
with It all thaway aomuch ao that I haven't anioyad myaalf
in a film IHta thiafdragaa. . .comatothinkof it,noiainco
Alligator \n fact.

The Avordand ffia Sorcaror ia a domantad fairytala that

achlovoa a pantomima amblonca aa H talla ofdouble -croaa
ar>d doubla-croaa in the Kirrgdom of Eh-dan. King
Richard'a groan and peaceful land haa fallan to tha avM
Cromwell of Aragon (Richard Lynch), who haa alicitod tha
help of a raauacitatad aorcarar Xuaia (Richard Moll). The
opening aata tha mood for tha entire film aa wo aaa tha
kmg da^ aorcarar riaa from a bubblirtg tomb of blood
artcruatad with tha living acraaming diafigurad facaa. Tha
King'a aon, Takm (Lao Horalay), haa aacapad tha maaaacro
of hia family and ratumaalovonyaara later to fittdhimaalf

ambroilad in a plot to overthrow Cromwell organiaad by
the raM Prince Mikah, (our vary own Simon
Ma<£orkin<jalol artd the baautihil PrirKoeaAlana (Kathleon

Bailer). Talon la tha kirtd of hero who ia atraight out of the
Errol Flyrtn awaahbuckling mould. No took la too groat No
odda too inaurmountabla. Ha'a tha aort of dami.god who
thirrka nothing of battling ainglahandodly againat
CromwaH'a army knowing full wall ha will walk away tha
victor. In an unovon caat Lae Horalay playa tha aardrxtic

Talon with guato at>d makaa naar ludicrout momenta, like

whan ha dacrucifioa himself from a woorlan croaa,

perfectly accaptabla.WhHa laughirtg at how ridiculoua M all

actually ia, you are willirrg himtoeacapaaohacanaavotha
Prirtcaaa. Pitched at that level the film rarely taila and
alavataa itaalf to naar<laaaic atatua. Ifa back tothe fino Kna
again that rhaSMordarrdtfwSorcarertightropeawithao
much aaaa. A mention too for Richard Lynch, ona ofmy
all-tima favourite villaina who la ao aadly undorratad, otkI

who onoa again givoo a marvalloualy vanomoua
parformartca.

' r/ra Swordandrha Sorcerer haa everything anyone
could wiah for. A luah acora that iaoneofthe beet to grace a
B-movia in yaara. Lota of half-nakod nubUa young girta •

and man, and violancaofan unpracarlantod proportion for

an AA cartifiad movie. Cortgratulationt to tha cartaor for

raaliaing The Swordand rfia Sorcerer ia really juat a
frantically paced harmiaaa adwMitura atory for all agaa.
Thera are aoma tramandoua apadal ntakaHip aflacta

provided by Grag Cannom and tha auitably named Make-
up Effacta Lab ofHollywood. There are buma. whip marka,
haada cruahad, haarta ripped out of chaata, tha torturor'a

head pulped by a grindatona arxl beat of all the firral

tranaformation of Gaorga Maharia into the evil Xuaia. Eat
your heart out Jamaa Eari Jortaal Arrothar excallent affect

ia aaan in the final awordfight where both protagoniata
ware wired up with high-voltage weaporta that apart on
contact Vet arrothar marvallouc viaual highlight in a film

chock full of aurpriaaa and momenta like that All thia

wizardry waa achieved for the modeat aum of 600,(XW
dollara. CaniKim raally doae daaarva a battar credit than
thaamall mantionharacaivaaatthaattdoftharilm.

Extraordirtarily tha film waa ahot antirely in Loa Angelaa
augmantad by atock footage for location placing dueto
varioua planned matte paintirrga rrot baino up to acratch.

I waa genuinely Impraaaad by Tha Sword artdtha

Sorcarar. Hian'tthagraataatfilmaverntadaofoouraa.
although I have poaaiMy rriada it aound IHia that. But It

cornea aa auch a plaeaant aurpriae to aaeaomething ofthia

nature crammed with flair and imagirration which ia ao
unpratantioualy anfoyabla that I faal IHca championing it in

tha hope that HwM bo a maaaiva auccaaa for Rankwho are

aatutaly diatributittg it hara. Aiao I want to aaa tha further

Talon adventuraa promlaad hi the artd cradita. ThaSword
artdtha Sorcarar iaaaiylt^PQCottan tha Barbarian
to have bean - JohftBlUiiM|Aaad hatrg your head in

ahama. '







This spread: A
selectiof) of scertes

from the animated
film The Plague
Dogs.

Review by Phi!Edwards

A fter the (oyous return to

classic animation in Don Bluth's

The Secret of NIMH, The Plague

Dogs brings one back to earth with a

dull thud. Based on Richard Adams'
best selling novel of the same name.
Plague Dogs is a long winded and
generally unpleasant full-length

animated feature about a couple of

pooches who manage to escape from
an animal research station and find

themselves hunted down mercilessly.

To a rousing "ole time religion" end
title song by Alan Price they (dog)

paddle off to certain death in the sea.

Call me heartless, but I'm one of

those few people who found Adams'
early work Watership Down virtually

unreadable, so much so that I couldn't-

bring myself to see the film version,

produced by the same people who
have brought us the film currently

under review. Even Art Garfunkel's title

song and top twenty hit Bright Eyes,

failed to move me.
Just who this film is aimed at is quite

beyond me. The opening scenes in the

labs where the dogs are put through
harrowing tests in the "name" of

science are far too nasty for young
audiences and the entire film is so

downbeat it really does auger the

question, "Why was it made at all?"

The animation is lifeless, the

landscapes attempting to capture

some of the tone of Turner without any
of the feeling and the animation of the

main characters make recent Disney
efforts look like masterpieces.

If The Plague Dogs is aimed at adult

audiences then they have missed the

boat also. The whole thing presents

such a miserable view of humanity that

even as a piece of anti-vivisection

propaganda it doesn't work. With
"Author’s Message" stamped over
every frame from the opening on. The
Plague Dogs is heavy going. I guess
we'll just have to wait for Richard

Williams to complete The Thief {it\

production for over twelve years!) or

for Don Bluth to make another

masterpiece like NIMH before we can
seriously consider that the full-length

animated feature is not a dying artO
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baikct
case

Review by
Alan Jones S

tarted in 1978. Fred Henenlotter's labour of love.

Basket Case, looks like becoming r/iecult horror film

of 1982. It has everything stacked against it on first

appraisal; the lowest budget seen in years, some of the
worst acting imaginable, harshly lit interiors reminiscient
ofthe cheapest porno movies, grainy blow-up from 16mm
and other shoddy technical credits. It shouldn't work at all.

but amazingly it does and exceptionally well too.
The plot is a variation on the theme put forward by Brian

De Palma's Blood Sisters and it is this central focus on the
ties between Siamese twins that maintains the interest and
gives the film considerable merit.

Deformed Belial is separated from his fully developed
twin, Duane (Kevin Van Hentenryck), and is condemned to
die by their father and the three doctors, two ofwhom are
veterinarians, performing the operation. But telepathic
brotherly love saves Belial from a garbage disposal death
artd together—Duane carrying him in a basket—they head
for a sleazy Times Square hotel where they formulate
plans for revenge on the doctors responsible for their
plight. Belial is incredibly strong and dispatches the
assorted victims either by slashing their faces with his
claw-like hands and breaking their bodies in two. or, the
most amusingly macabre of the lot, splitting their father in
half by means of a circular saw. The undercurrent of
humour throughout the film makes these gory deaths all

the more palatable although in one instance, where the
last doctor gets her face rammed into a drawful of scalpels,
the impact is lessened by lingering too long on the
aftermath.

I can't say there is any real suspense generated mainly
because the Belial character is made so sympathetic, and
the victims so odious, that you're on the twins' side from
the start. Belial is a rather remarkable prosthetic make-up

effect created by John Caglione Jr. and Kevin Haney, the
\atXeT's Altered States credit obviously being a key element
in its design. Using a sort of Muppet technique, with the
addition of some jerky stop-frame animation, Belial is

slightly rubbery looking at times but startlingly effective

nevertheless. Interesting to note how the recent cult

favourite, Eraserheadv^\^\\ the same sort of production
background, also had a similar point-of-empathy
deformity.

It really is Belial and Kevin Van Hentenryck who hold the
film together through the turgid passages of relentless
mugging by the other "actors". Their telepathic

communication is well handled and surprisingly affecting.

The climax where both twins fall out of a hotel window
almost verges on the operatic as a distraught Belial tries to
save his brother's life while both are swinging in front of a
neon sign. Belial is responsible for this action though as
sexual jealousy has inevitably reared its ugly head and
prompted him to take revenge on Duane's newly acquired
girlfriend. This rape/murder scene is the most disturbing
in the whole film and one of the reasons why detractors
will probaly label Basket Case as sheer exploitive

grossness. In a way, they will be right of course, and it is for
precisely this reason that this genuinely strange item will

ensure its cult success. There are two versions available of
Basket Case, one contains the full hardcore violence and
the other is a softer recut. I can't honestly say which
version I saw: this was very grisly but I have seen worse.

Henenlotterwho directed, wrote and edited Basket Case
and has an intriguing heritage behind him of Son of
Psycho, Lurid Women and Slash of the Knife, deserves full

cr^it for pulling off such a fraught venture with skill,

panache and determination in the face of all his self-

confessed adversity Q
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BtADE RUNNER
Blade Rsuuier (Morue/ Scoter Speoof 22) A fcj

colour comic strip adaptation of the movte. wrUten

by Archie Goodwin uMh art by Al Wamaon,
Carlos Canon. Dan Green & Reese A1k>

Indudad cast credits, behind the comic* adapt-

abon. Blade Runner photo sacdon £1.85
Blade Rasiner SouwntrMagaefne The caM: the

crew, author PMIp K Dick, dkactor Rkley Scott

spfx creator Douglas Tnimbul & Hamson (Rick

iWkard) Ford lfitsi\Hew*. pre-produedon artwork,

blueprint.

COMIC MAGAZINES B FANZINES
Eptc llhsstraled the Marvel magaone of

fantasy & srterve Acdon
14: Michael Moorcock's Elnc of Mekidtone m
Whifr the Gods Lough 'Roy Thomas & P Cratg

Ru«sell plus P Craig Rutsrf tntervww Mesnah
(James Starfen). Abranoi and the Earrhman — Pan
V (Rick Veach): Dr Waichsiop m One Cel or o
Trme 'Ken Mackftn). Rei'enge of theJftk. Choly-
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(Paul Kirrhnerl.Pr Stop (Lee Marrt) £| 00

Heavy Metal rhe adult dutirated fantasy

magarme
83: Pie hed Ijghi — Pan 5 (Alrxaridro

Jodorowaky & Moeblus) Dm If Pan 8 (Richard

Corbeni H Femg Arodentoiy Ru*n$ o Compunv’-
rn )i /tgures (Bm Katrhor). Ar the SMdte cf

Cymbiolo —* Pan 8 (C Renard & Francois

Schuaen) I'm Age (Jeff Jones). BJodr Runner
Liuie Star tn .Veu- VoHr (Ceesepc) A HiMory of
America iRohen Cnimb). Pie Measerschmer
Affork (Arahorw ScIbeB) Concorde iCaia). The
GkxAotors (Voes) Nooo 2 ^ Pan 4 (Lua Cj«claL
HR Cagrr's.Meu- VorkCey 'TheVovogrofThase
Forgnt$en » Pan 3 <P Chnsan & Erdu B4ali

Bock and Forrh ' Ctwrurs Thor Lost As Long A*
Vo'i Like (Mart Hempel) Zon — Pan 4
' Fernando Femandrr) Vrograf^PanJiPhAppe
Orutlel) Rock Opera— Pan 28 (Rod Kwrkegiiard

Jnrt TheBus .PaulKlrchner) £125

CINEMA MAGAZINES B FANZINES
CiitefMitasrtqiM (he magaarw wMh a serwe
of wortder

12'5-12'8: Special doubft asuc» Blade Runner
&StoeTrrk/l TheWre^ofKhan Plus Poeemton.
Vkiedrome. The Plague Dogi. PohergeiM Xtro

Bramdorm. FWA»- Endangered Spe^. Pet B
lee. Revenge of the Jodi. Something IVicfied This

IVoy Comes. The Pilrig (1951h Cdt People

(1<1B2) £4.50
Cottesi the Berberfen (Moraef Super Spenof 21)

A M colour comic strip edepMdon of tte movts.

wnWen by John Busceina & MKhael FWter wMh
anbyJohnBuscema AlK>induded dbeciorjohn

MAuft. Arrtold (Conan) Schueraeneger & James

(Thula Doom) Earf Jones tnter\4sw* £1.85
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188: Poktrgeiti Utaversefs horror mo\ne* Tron

The Beoirmoster an A Z of horror stars Pan 1

John Agar to Peter Cushmg. Star Trek B The

WnMhofKh»i ModMotU £1 50

187: An A-Z of Itotror Mara — Pan D Afttcn

Dekker to Bernard Herrmann Ciuepshou Star

Trek II The R’rath of Khan The tnvmible. Mon s

Revenge The Hotrkng The Moneter Chib ei al

actor Jolm Carradtrie The Thmg (l<)R2) Dark

Shadows ^
188; Houv of FrankenMetn. The Mummg'§
Ghost Dr Jekyf B hfr Hyde. The Phantom cif the

Opera {192S): FirM Annual Science Flcdon B
Fantaey Fflm FesOwd £1.50
Fangerla Moiuier****Afecns***BUarTC

Creatures

20; The Thing (1982) — producer Dmfd Fosser &
dtrectoc John Carpenter Interview. Death Sue
Craepehou — mechanical R>h( creator insect

wrangler Ray Mcrxlcr imctvlcw; Pkanha/The
Mowing director Joe Dertte Intmaew. Mexican

horror‘i^estlng mo*4es • Pan L ddeclora John
Carperttcr (Hoioieem The Fog etc). DMfd
Cronenberg (Scarmere'Shtuers etc)& John Landb
(An Amert^ Werewolf in London etc) "round-

table'' Pan n. Death Race 2000 etc -> wreer

Paul Bartel Irttetvtcw Bkjodthiratv Butcher*

Torfunr Dungeon et al -> dkector And^ IBBgm
lfUef\4ew: Cmepshow. An American IVeievoff In

London— David (David KestleT) NauBMon Mer
view. Shiven.'Robid cf al ~ makeup ipfx creator

Joe Blasco— Pan I PokergeMl The Unseen etc—
Rtfx creator Craig Reardon mteivtew £1.25

Steebsuel the magaitnc of cinema & islr

vtslontant^
48; Nightmtsms In a Damaged Sraei City of the

Lwtng Dead. Parautr 3-D TV zombies on TV
French idefaniasy. Grapes of Death Zombies
Lake — dtrectof Jean RoBns xerrview somber
movies <>kghr of the LxSng Dead Doim of the

Dead esc — deector George Romero mervin*
.Vighr of the Lwtng Dead Zombie Flesheaurs —
dkector Luno Fukl interview 75p
49: Blade Runer. Shade. 1982 James Bo^
Conventon. Star Trek 0 The Mhoth of Khan —
producer Robert Sain intef\4ew Star WoraThe
Empire Stnkes Back. Tron. stock footage. Raidera

of the Lott Ark Pobeigem — producer Frank

Marshal interview— Pwt L 7Sp
Starlog the magaane of the hdure

81: Bhde Runner— Sean (Rachdl Young Mer
view. Star Trek 0 The WnMh of Khan xrcludaig

Walter (Chskov) Koentg interview Mod Max 0—
director Geotge Miler B producer Byron Kennedy
Interview, space arHst Chesiey Bo«*esiel. Conan
the Barbanan— Sandahl (Val^l Ber^nsn Inter-

view. Megqhyce Walt Dieney's Epcot Center.

Reverw of the Jedl. The Thi^ (1982) — pro-

ducer Sfutet Cohen interview £1.25

82: Star Trek 0 The Uhoth of Khan — Arardo
(Khm) Montafcan & Jxnmy (Scollvl Ooohan
interview* pkn Wtkser iChek^l Koemg. Conan
the Borbonon — composer Basil Poledouns
interview' Revenge of the Jed Doctor Uho The
Thingtl95l) U Came from Beneath the Sea esc —
actor Kennedi Tobev mierview. Tran ipfx

£1.25

DOCTORWHO
Doctor Who — The Making of a Televtslo**

Serfee (Alan Road) This Is the book that takes you
behind the scenes and shows you how a Doctor

Who scrtal — The VlMtofion — went from script to

your televtston screen It isii you who doe* what
and more* 11 x 84* . 56 pages— Iblnfulcoknr.

over 50 photo'* hardback £4.95
Doctor Who— Fan Circle (Andrew SmNh) an
adaptation of episodes from die last Tom Baker

senes £1.25

HARCOVER CINEMA BOOKS
TIm Horror Film Handbook (AMn Frank) A
comprehenshie guide to al the mieor acton and
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t's very common for a film to go through various
versions at script stage, and even more common for

a film to undergo severe alterations at the editing

bench. For the most part these alterations go unrecorded,
and in the final analysis it is the completed work only in

which the audience is interested. Such changes are often
picked up on years later when the film is looked at

retrospectively, when the people concerned are somewhat
removed from the property. But not so with Blade Runner.
During the intensive interviews that we have conducted to
bring you The Blade Runner Chronicles in Starfourst, we
have gleaned a lot of information about scenes shot for the
film which didn't make it into the final release print and
also other ideas which never made it beyond final shooting
script stage.

In early drafts of the script. Blade Runner included a
prologue sequence in which it is shown how Deckard
(Harrison Ford) came to be a retired rep-detect:
The film opens with a shot of a farm. One of those huge,

rolling farmscapes common in Wyoming or Arkansas. A
mighty tractor of Leviathan proportions tills the soil. It is

operated by a large man, although he is obviously not
human. Rather, he is an early model Nexus replicant who
has run away and is trying to lead the life of a human.
Deckard arrives in a Spinner and sets down near the
farmhouse. He alights and goes into the building. Signs of
life - soup cooking on the stove, etc. Outside the tractor

stops and the replicant climbs down. A powerful figure of
nearly seven feet, his dry p)archment'like skin barely
disguises his synthetic origins. As he steps onto the
verandah of the house the floor sags under his weight and
he enters, asking Deckard what he wants. As Deckard
moves towards him, the replicant makes a move as if to
attack him. Quick as a flash, Deckard draws his gun and
shoots him down. He goes overto the inert form. He bends
down and takes hold of the lower jaw of the replicant, and
with an almighty heave, wrenches the jawbone out.

Holding it up he notes a serial number stamped inside. The
purpose of this scene was to demonstrate how the job of
the Blade Runner had changed over the years. In the early
days when the machines looked only vaguely human it

was morally easy to blow them away. As the years pass
and the replicants become closer to human, it gives
Deckard reason to hate his job. Echoes of this moral
dilemma can now be found in the voice over of Ford when
he describes his disgust at killing Zhora the snake dancer
(Joanna Cassidy).

Another prologue was also considered but rejected
because of cost factors. This was a sequence devised to
show both the Off-World origins of Roy Batty and the
power of the replicants. The scene opens with a vast
furnace into which a conveyor belt is feeding dead
replicants. From the pile of bodies rises Batty (Rutger
Hauer) and the other five replicants. A battle ensues with
the guards of the furnace, in which we see the sheer
physical strength of the replicants and their will to survive
at all costs. The scene was to end with Batty looking
heavenward, and with a primal scream pointing at the dot
in space which is the Earth. Virtually nothing remains of
this idea though some of its power can be detected in

Batty's speech where he describes some of the things he
has seen Off-World.

Yet another variation of this sequence helps explain the
appearance of the weird symbols covering Batty's body in
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the closing stages of the film. As explained by Bryant (M.

Emmet Walsh), Batty is a fighting machine, a warrior

replicant. In an unfilmed early shot we were to have seen

Batty encased in a bizarre suit. As he stands before us, the

suit begins to open layer by layer, something like a flower

opening. As the final layer is shed we see fine wire

implants going into strange markings on his body. An
interesting concept for this scene was to be that the suit

peels away on command by the replicant.

Another interesting deletion concerned the replicant

master himself, Tyrell. In that version it was shown that

Tyrell is also a replicant. The Tyrell Corporation mega-
structure is actually a pyramid and at the base of this is a

cryogenic chamber which houses the body of the real

Tyrell. The replicant Tyrell, along with creating near

human genetically engineered machines is also trying to

discover a way to bring the rea/ Tyrell back to life. Another
variation had Tyrell's bones buried beneath the building

protected by so-called Pyramid Power.

The climax of Blade Runner a\ao went through many
changes, most of which occurred at the editing stage. But

one of these involved a screenplay deletion very early on
when the film was going under the title Dangerous Days or

Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? the original title of

the Philip K. Dick novel upon which it is based. At this point,

the screenplay still rested on Dick's premise that Deckard’s

great desire and the reason why he takes on the job of

hunting down the wayward replicants is so that he can

afford to buy a real sheep to replace the mechanical one he

has. After falling in love with Rachel (Sean Young) and
despatching Batty and co ne returns home to find the girl

rep standing on the roof holding his real sheep. They have

a conversation in which she compares herself to how the

fake sheep must be feeling, ignored in favour of a real one.

Maybe one day Deckard will dispxsse of her in favour of a

real woman? She hands the animal to Deckard and in her

sad despair steps over the edge of the roof. Deckard gets

into his spinner and heads out into the desert wastelands.

As he sits, staring at the sand, he sees a movement and a

small tortoise crawls out. The Blade Runner Is delighted at

this discovery of life in a world of supposedly devoid life

outside of zoos and very expensive pet shops. He sits for a

time watching the little animal crawl around and then he
flips it over on its back. Hours pass as the creature tries to

right itself and Deckard depressed at the loss of Rachel

watches with morbid fascination. Finally the tortoise

manages to get back on its feet and waddles off. For

Deckard this symbolises that humanity is going to survive,

no matter what the odds the future stacks against it.

Oddly, part of this scene remains in the final film,

although only in a verbal sense. During the opening



Voight-Kampf test in which Holden quizzes Leon (Brion

James) in an effort to reveal his true identity, one of the
questions he asks involves a tortoise trapp^ on its back.

This coupled with the question about Leon's mother is

what gets Holden killed.

FILMED YETDELETED
The major sequence which has been cut from the film

involves a unicorn. As the film stands now, the scene at the
end in which Oeckard finds an origami unicorn left by Gaff
(Edward James Olmos) has no meaning other than that

Gaff has been at Deckard's apartment and has, for

whatever reason, allowed the replicant Rachel to live. In an
early cut of the film there was a sequence in which Oeckard
drops off to sleep (probably after his encounter with Leon)
and dreams. He is standing in a forest. There is a thunder of
hooves and as he looks up he sees a magnificent unicorn
gallop out of the trees. He wakes up, puzzled by the vision.
The significance is obvious, of course. Oeckard himself is a

replicant, though unaware of it. As much is made of the
importance of the false memories implanted into the reps
(see Rachel's scene in which she discovers that the
memories she thinks are of her mother are actually those
of Tyrell's niece), the only way that Gaff can have of
knowing about Oeckard's unicorn dream is that he has
access to the information file regarding the memory
implants in the rep detect. Exactly why thiswas removed is

urKlear, although I'm inclined to think it is because it may
have been thought unwise to further show Oeckard as an
"unhuman" hero. Astute viewers of the film though, will
pick up on Oeckard's real nature in the love scene with
Rachel, a parallel between Batty and Pris' (Oaryl Hannah)
kiss in Sebastian's (William Anderson) Bradbury
apartment. As much as romance is something new to
Rachel, so it is to Oeckard, though he has the street
experience to know what to do.
Another major change to Blade Runner involves an

addition rather than a deletion, and once again occurs at
the climax. In Ridley Scott's first cut which was previewed
in Oallas and Oenver, the film ends with Oeckard and
Rachel entering the lift and the door closing. With the
information that Rachel is a special brand of Nexus whose
life span may (or may not) be longer than four years, the
audience is left uncertain of the future the two have
together. Given the milieu of the film and the frightening
futureworld presented by Scott throughout the story, it's

obvious that it could not have ended any other way. The
climax of this version is completely logical. However
preview audiences responded badly to this ending and it

was felt (by the Ledd Company? By Warner Brothers?) that
a n>ore upbeat or positive climax would help the film.
Along with this decision also came the news that Blade
RunnerwQu\6 also be "tightened up" and made pacier.
The cuts are actually minimal, although they change the

tone of the film considerably. Leon's Voight-Kampf test is

shortened by a couple of questions and'the opening flight

over Los Angeles 2019 at the beginning is trimmed down.
A portion of the chase involving Zhora is missing when
Oeckard jumps onto the bonnet of a car, although the
actual shooting of the rep is intact. Other cuts involve
"atmosphere" shots in the streets. The advertising blimp
was seen more often, appearing in several shots. This had
the effect of making LA 201 9 a place to escape from, adding
to the claustrophobic mood of the city. Gone too is some of
the violence, in particular Deckard's fight with Pris in the
Bradbury which has been trimmed up quite a bit, including
an excruciating shot in which she almost rips his nose off.

However it is highly likely thatwhen you see Blade Runner
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much of this will be put back in. The English and European

versions of the film are going to be considerably tougher

than that released on America - thank heavensi

And so to the ending. As I have indicated, the original cut

concluded with the lift door closirtg. However this was
thought too ambiguous!?) by the powers that be (not Ridley

Scott, I hasten to add) so the film now ends with Deckard
and his rep lady speeding along a country road, followed

by an aerial shot of beautiful countryside which looks

suspiciously like out-takes from the opening of The
Shining. The audiences that I have seen this version with

have all laughed at this ludicrous conclusion. Obvious
questions arise. If LA 201Sis such a miserable place to live

why do people have to go Off-World to escape it when it

would seem all this beautiful and unspoiled countryside

appears to be just a Spinner's journey away? As Vangelis'

gorgeous score fills the soundtrack we see Deckard's

Spinner driving along a road and there is a sudden cut to an

aerial view, as if the car were flying, after it's been well

established that Deckard's car is a decomissioned vehicle

which no longer flies. Silly stuff, and a vain effort on the part

of whoever to make the film more "acceptible" to mass
audiences. Sorry Ladd Company, sorry Warners, mass
audiences aren't stupid.

Finally, a word about the voice over narration which the

film now has. Blade Runnerwas always intended to have a
Chandler-esoue naration. but not the one it sports now. In

the first version I saw, it was used sparsely and to great

effect. For example, as the film stands now, Deckard talks

and talks over Batty's slow death (explaining to that same
mass audience?) why bethinks that replicant saves his life.

Ford's original line simply ran, "I sat for six hours and

watched him die." Chillingly evocative, it added greatly to

the feeling that Batty understood his fate and saving

Deckard's life was simply that he valued life now that he

could see his own drawing to a close. This is now all

verbalised by Ford's narration, cheapening the emotional

effect considerably.

As editor Alan McKenzie has said in the fiftieth issue of

Starburst, why don't people who hire the people to make
the films, LET the people make the films? Ridley Scott is a

film maker of immense talent and Blade Runner, even in

this somewhat butchered version remains little short of a

masterpiece. Had audiences been able to see Scott's cut

I'm sure they would have preferred it. It seems such a pity

that ever since the movies began, film makers have not

been left alone by the corporations who provide the cash

to make them. Film making is an art and craft - leave it to

the artists and craftsmenO
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THE BLADE WNNE/i CHRONICLES

Starfourst : How did you get involved in Blmde Runner?
Syd Mead; I got a call from the Gower Street Studios and
went along fora meeting with Ridley Scott, Michael Deeley
and Ivor Powell. That was before Larry Paul came on line as
art director. At that time the script was called Dangerous
Days, which was Hampton Rancher's re-write of the Phil
Dick novel. Right off we discussed the prime vehicle to be
seen in the film, which was the Spinner—the star hardware

So you’d collect people and vehicular traffic and
eventually build a pyramid up to the underside of these
structures at maybe the sixty to one hundred story level

—

and then you'd go up to the 3000 foot level. That started off

the design of the street level, because you'd have service
tubes and machinery on the street and generators and add
on vent tubes and so forth. We turned the street into a kind
of service access to the bottom side of the city,>and that

produced the look of the street sets.

Were you influenced by any other futuristic films, like

Metropolis for example?
I have to honestly say that I have not seen that film. We
really just invented our way along and what we did was to
invent a kind of visual recognition gate system for the
movie. Once that was set you could have different crews
and different design people working on the film and come
up with a "match-up" among all the people and all the
fixtures that were built. And of course Ridley had the
overview and would yes or no the process at arriving at the
final set work and the props.
How did you find working with Ridley Scott ... he is an
artist himself?
Very enjoyable. Blade Runner \s the first movie I've worked
on from beginning to end, although I worked on the
concept for V'ger in Star Trek The Motion Picture. Ridley
would do his sketches and drawings (called RidVids) for
me. The sketches I did and presented to Ridley and Larry
Paul went through, in most cases, on the first pass or
certainly on the second, which was a very efficient way to

Interview by
Phi!Edwards

and Alan
McKenzie

This spread: A
series of

illustrations,

comparing Syd
Mead"a paiintings

with the final

results in the

finished film.

SYDMEAD
piece in the film. I told Ridley that I felt strongly that the
Spinner should be an enclosed-lift vehicle. There's an
aerodynamic principle called aerodyne which is

essentially an enclosed-lift system, because flying cars can
be a bugaboo. The visual thing of wings coming out,

rotating parts and all of that. I thought it would be sort of
naive to do that. So I suggested this enclosed-lift vehicle
which would simply open some little vents and rise up off

the ground essentially in its own ground space. Ridley was
initially concerned about the Spinner. My primary job was
just to design the vehicles for the film. We had the Spinner,
the truck for Sebastian, a People's Car—sort of a

background filler, Oeckard's sedan, which in the
character's case was a sort of official equipped standard
sedan with the Esper remote unit and visualisation

hardware on board, and we had the taxi to round out the
urban rolling stock for the film. So I was originally hired

just to design the hardware.
Once the production got rolling I presented the final

gouache sketches to Ridley. When I do illustrations like

that I like to do some background to them, to show the
object totally immersed into it's use-ambience. Ridley
started to like the detail that was surrounding the vehicles
themselves in the sketches.^l^idley said, ’’Let's try the”
street sets." Larry Paul and Peter Schneider, my business
manager and I went to the back lot at Warner Brothers and
we took photographs of the New York street set which has
been used over and over again for endless movies and tv

shows. Essentially I did a machine invention over those old

facades. In subsequent meetings with Ridley and Larry
Paul we arrived at kind of a sociological idea which was
that the city had risen up from one, two, three story
structures in the older sections. The World Trade Centre in

New York stands at 1 10 stories high; a two thousand foot
structure is planned for the Chicago area, so it wasn't too
fantastic to imagine that a city in 2020 A.D. might have
structures 3000 feet high. I did a kind of cross section
diagram of that kind of urban plant as a facility. Forty to
sixty stories above the street becomes e whole second
operational platform with runways and building to

building connections and so forth. When you build a 3000
foot high structure, you need to approaches to it,

something like the old Medieval castles with fortifications,

hills and structures. That's how we arrived at the sloped
pyramidal look—essentially like the foothills of a mountain
range.

get it done. I used his RidVids to show me the sort of thing
he wanted, a visual vocabulary or mood he was after. I

would transmute that, with my particular point of view and
interprative technique and come up with something that

came into line with his visualisation format. It really went
along very, very well.

How did you work with Larry Paul, the art director?
He was full time on the film and I acted as a consultant, as I

have my own business to run as well as working on Blade
Runner. I would bring in sketches and finished gouache
renderings, and Larry Paul's staff would then take these
and translate them into working drawings which became
the final sets. His job as art director was to ensure the
visualised ideas were as close as possible to what Ridley
wanted, and translate those into finished sets to budget,
which was stretched.

Howmuch ofLos Angeles 2000as seen in BladeRunner, is

your vision of the future?

That's a dangerous question, because I could say all of it.

But the essential visual context was what I was hired to

produce. Now how that was distributed among the various
design staff, like Doug Trumbull's group EEC, they did the

Tyrel pyramid; Hades—the industrial zone; the turret-

shaped police headquarters building and the ancillary

buildings that were in that set—that was all done at

TrumbuH's facility. The visual look of the movie was
essentially Ridley's decision that it had to look this way,
and I contributed part of that and others contributed their

share.

Are you happy with the final result, visually?

The street sets were so close to my original

tempera/gouache renderings, thatwhen I did finally get to
the back lot to make a promotional film for the Ladd
Company, itwas like walking around in one ofmy gouache
sketches—very, very close.

Was that the first time you had seen that sort of realisation

of your artand design ?
Yes, on that scale. You are walking on a normal size street

intersection, and it has been three dimensionalised from a
flat tempera picture. To walk around it, to see the shapes
and textures and little fine building detail was sort of

spooky I I've gone through work jags where I've worked for

nearly 24 hours a day and ended up dreaming of being in

one of my own renderings, but this is the first time it's

happened while I've been wide awake! A very strange
sensation O
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saw Star Wars about four times.
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eated this whole science hction

movie. It's absolutely

me about I thought. "What the hell

aking that as a subject and doing it

tely incredible

r/ie Duellists, and I was preparing,

>lde, which is pretty bloody

I that. It was one of the reasons I

tole premise of his (Lucas)

Sion of a world—was great. It was
ler than 2001, to date, and I just

)le. I never go to a film twice, but I

n of Blade Runner in Amenca?
n obvious action adventure movie.

) of Harrison Ford is action

eviews in Amenca didn 'tgo down

I

n, the first three previews went

[ in the morning I don't gauge a

gy in the audience Because

,
from an audience of eleven or

ndred cards and ask the audience

who comes out of a movie will

think, if he's not asked, he either did or didn't like it. But if he is asked

at the door to fill out a questionaire, he's going to become a "critic".

There were certain elements, like an argument about the sound

being too "big", although I totally disagree about that. Out of seven

hundred cards about eighty said. 'Too Loud", yet they loved the film.

I think part of the energy of the movie is the loudness of it, is part of

the excitement of the movie. You don't hear all the words Mick

dagger sings when you go to a Rolling Stones concert—but it's an

experience. So I disagree with how most of those preview junkets

are run. You spend a year and a half of your life doing a film, judging a

film the way you think it ought to be, then you can actually start

changing the whole bloody premise, just because you get a certain

number of cards Absolute nonsense! So the three previews were
very good But I think what happens is you get a level of thinking,

where different people work different ways Say, certain individuals

to do with the film making progress will work NOT on gut feeling, will

work only on facts or what seem to be facts, on a piece of paper

You're asking an average individual to be a critic, and I think that's

wrong You're putting him on a soapbox he's not used to, therefore

he may think beyond what his gut feeling may tell him. So when I go

to a preview I never sit, I just wander around and gauge gut reaction

and excitement and energy from the audience in the auditorium The
only thing I disagree with is the cut back on the violence—although I

think violence is the wrong word for the film, because it isn't a violent

film, more a threat of violence. The intensity of the film makes people

expect violence, so the first preview half the audience were under

their seats! I thought. "Oh God This will be a negative preview >
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because the reaction will come down from the cards, 'Too Violent"

and then I'll have debates on how much I cut back on the violent. I

can be violent in film terms if I want to. But I specifically decided not

to get too violent I went for a PG (Parental Guidance, roughly

equivalent to anAA certtficata) when I was shooting it.

The fight with Pris for example, had her put her fingers in Deckard's

nose and hold his head back . .

.

That's going back in. 'The version going out in Europe is a tougher

version than going out in America.

What about the ending that the film has now? I felt the first version I

saw with just the lift door closing was a lot more appropriate Why
are all these people living in this awful city when there is all this

beautiful countryside just a Spinner's journey away?

There's an answer to that. Why do people live in k^nhattan or on

42nd Street when you can just go upstate New York, or go and live in

Alaska or somewhere? Because it's not practical to live there,

especially within the world we were presenting in Blade Runner.

I found die first version we saw created a much more nightmarish

vision and. in a sense, a lot more realistic one than the second cut

which I feltwas an attempt to make the him pacierand tryandmeet

that audience who are expecting a Harrison Ford action picture.

To a degree, I agree with you. I thought the first cut that you saw was

it. 'That was the version. The only thing I'm not sure about—because

the film was so intense—I think you needed that kind of outlet at the

end to let them off the hook, rather than just ending on that elevator

door. The elevator door was the perfect intellectual ending, but it

also felt like a prison, it also felt like the end of the road. And that I

found, maybe, just too oppressive for words. Although in the context

of the movie, v^ich in a way was Philip Dick's novel in ambience and

nuance, rather than taking all the absolute details of the story from

the novel. You couldn't do that—it would be too complicated—you'd

have a four hour movie But I tried to indicate the world of the Dick

novel in the environment. I think Dick was delighted with that when
he saw what we had done. I met him just before he died. So the

version going out here is much closer to the version you saw first,

although it still ends on that landscape. I think the only other

landscape I would have had at the end was around Mount Helena, so

you could see that the world was polluted, that there was still a

problem.

That all still ties in with the references to visiting Off-Worldand so on

.

.

Sure, because that's the film we did. The trouble is that you

always get people wanting to change in mid-stream, once things

begin You always get this change of mind during the process of

making a film, because people chicken out—there are arguments and

discussions obviously. Heavy debate.

h's interesting that in America now there seems to be reaction

against hkns that are too graphic or have downbeat endings. The

Thing, for example isn't doing well while £ T. is. With The Thing

people are objecting to the graphic nature of it and the fact that you

don't get a resolution to who is the Thing.

I think the ending of The Thing was confusing, puzzling. I think in one

sense, a cardinal rule is. whatever you do, whether it's downbeat or

not, you must have some kind of final resolution. I think The Thing is a

very well-made movie, one of his (Carpenter's) best made movies to

date. In fact I'm hoping to work with Rob Bottin on the next film I'm

doing. It's been wntten for a year, but it's just moving into

production. It's a Dark Ages fairy story. Ifwe do the film together, we
both want gentler aspects of the creature world. I actually think

Bottin is the best at it. There are things going orrin The Thing that are

quite remarkable.

Did you come to Blede Renner or did Btede Renner come to you?

It came to me Michael Oeeley brought me the script when it was

called Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? It had been developed

as a screenplay by two guys Hampton Fancher (who wrote it) and

Brian Kelly, who was the executive producer. They has asked

Michael to get involved with it and try and get it moving for them,

which he did. He got involved in the writing. They brought a draft to

me and I thought it was really interesting, and it moved off from

there.

What appealed to you in the screenplay?

What appealed to me was, having just done Alien which was

interesting to do, in the sense I was dealing with future on a very

realistic level, and so the involvement in just developing that

environment really fascinated me. I love that whole process anyway,

almost as much as making any other part of a movie. I just didn't want

to step off onto more ordinary ground. I felt what was great about the

Blade Runner script was that it was dealing with near future. It

should be a familiar city, which it is. A lot of aspects of that city are

familiar right now. In fact a lot of people who see the film will

expenence that kind of future. I also liked the aspect that there was a

real character in there, rather than what is frequently a two

dimensional cardboard character, which happens a lot of science

fiction films. Because usually the film is dominated by something

else, dominated by a monster or an event and the characters do,

essentially, take second place. So that was interesting, and I just

didn't want to get off the genre. I think the whole genre is wonderful

and I'm developing other ideas in different zones of the field. ^
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I suppose in a sense that The DeeSsts dealt with an alien worid?
Sure. Past is the same as doing future. I'm doing past now with

Legend—some past, past time, it will not still be the Celtic notion of a

faiiY-story world. It will be a version of it and utilise aspects of that,

what we believe fairies to be, but it will be very much enlarged upon.
How did you develop the visual concept of whet's been called

“RkHeyville'' in Blade Reeeer?
It's an instinctive layering process that occurs from day to day, hour

by hour when you're working on it with the writer, when you're

dealing with the art director or the production designer or the

illustrator. The illustrator, in the films that I do, always plays a very

important part. I have an illustrator even before I have a production

designer. I go straight to the heart of the matter and go to the

illustrator who I think is the best in the held, and will be right for the

film. I brought Syd Mead in.

It struck me. both with Aten and Blade Runner, that the story is

almost secondary. You pack each frame with vast amounts of

information which I feela lot ofpeople in general audiences may not
grasp on a first viewing. It reminds me of the work of Dario Argento
ISuspetia, lefemal which is making cinema something else than just
storytelling.

I firmly believe that. Absolutely. I used to get told, when I was
working in television, "Stop fiddling with the props!" because in a

sense I was the learner then, and that was not "the way". I've now
discovered "the way" is whichever way you decide it should be. If

you are doing a film, then it goes along yourwey, or should do!

Otherwise you shouldn't be called the director. Therefore, I have
very much developed that side of the story telling. That story is that

much more interesting because of the reality of the environment, the
reality of the ambience of the city. I personally don't think it does
over-shadow the story.

Would you say that st^e of "information packing"comes out ofyour
background in commercials, where you have to impart a lot of
information into a ten or twenty second piece of film?

No. I think it's built into one's character. I just happen to be that way.
When I started out as a painter Td tend to tackle a painting in that

kind of way. In fact, at that particular time, I was discouraged from
being a painter because my work was too detailed, which seems to

be a very odd sort of decision, to say that, "You're never going to be a
painter lad, because you're painting motorbikes in great detail!" That

was twenty years ago. And today painters are selling paintings of

high-reality—the new realists—I was doing paintings like that. They
couldn't grasp that—which at the time was right I suppose, because
thestyleinartschoolsatthetimewaskindof social realism—men in

pub scenes wearing flat caps and drinking beer. All very much after

Degas, that kind of influence. I'm from the North of England, so there

was a whole school in the Midlands and the North who all tended to

paint the same way, because they were influenced by their

environment. Though I'm Northern bom, I moved around a lot and
though it was difficult as far as French or Latin goes, to go to ten

different schools, I think it paid off in other ways. I think the most
interesting years for me were four years spent in Germany, just after

the War, so I saw a bliued Gennany.

Was it your interest in what I'H can a "hyper reality" that attracted

you to towards Syd Mead as an illustrator? His is very much of that

school.

Yes. I think his technique, in terms of his visuals, are wonderful.

Although it's more than just a painterly facility—he's got a real vision.

A real sense of what may be, of what could happen, and obviously

this is all backed up in the way he knows things are developing a^
this is reflected in his work. He also designs very sleek things as well.

When we first met we decided very early on that we didn't want this

type of sleekness for Blade Runner. It would be a world where
maybe you get three different kinds of engines in vehicles,

depending on what The Fuel of the Week isl Maybe they have

developed a hydrogen pellet, or just, or maybe there's the tail end of

gasolene which is costing five or six pounds a gallon. So you get this

very strange conglomerate car, which is also a very small vehicle, for

obvious reasons of practicality. They're doing that now.

Howgreat would you saySyd Mead's mputwas into the production

design of the film?

It started off that we just brought Syd in to do the cars. I'd bought a

book he'd done called Sentinel (currently out of print) which is

something I do, just compiling a library of this sort of stuff. When the

film came along, ideally I would have liked Moebius (Jean Giraud) and

Svd Mead. Moebius couldn't get involved in Blade Runner, because

he was involved in another project at the time. I thought Syd could

only handle cars, but he came in and started to blast through the cars

so quickly, and he keyed in so fast on the kind of vehicles I wanted.

After that we started to move on to buildings, mega-structures,

interiors like Deckard's kitchen in his apartment. I also wanted a

sense that there may have been a renaissance of decorative

designing in architecture, but module structures nevertheless. You
won't have people going out and carving doors any more, but you are

going to have a process of casting, so even the block structures in

concrete become decorative. There's a kind or reaction to all this

austerity and all these awful mirror fronted buildings we see now.

Los Angeles happens to have a lot of Frank Lloyd Wright houses in it.

We were going to use one of these buildings, the Ennis House which
is in very good condition. But we couldn't use it so instead we took

castings from the house. Syd Mead took the basic idea and then did

visuals of the kitchen, bathroom and he drew the exterior of the

apartment structure where Oeckard lives. He did all the external

matte paintings for the tops of the buildings . .

.

Did he design the Tyrell Corporation building?

No. The Tyrell Corporation was very much a combination. There was
an idea in there, M^icb isn't there now. I didn't want Tyrell to be the

usual head of a corporation. There was an idea in there where you

were dealing in the world of replicants and replication and genetics,

where if you are capable of building a man, then you are certainly

capable of successful cryogenic engineering, putting people away
for years in a deep freeze. I wanted the character of Tyrell to look

vaguely Egyptian, vaguely Tutenkamen—he almost looks embalmed.
In fact there was a development in the story, where Tyrell was dead

and kept in a cryogenic chamber awaiting discovery of whatever

disease he has died of. He'd certainly make replicants of himself. In

fact, if I were him. I'd make six! One in London, one in America, one in

Tokyo and so on! That's why the pyramid occurred. I drew the

pyramid and the approach to the Tyrell Corporation, because I always

storyboard things. Then Doug Trumbull took that over and developed

it to what it is. Trumbull instigated setting up his unit again for the

film and brought in a really excellent guy named David Dryer who was
the special effects director.

While talking about the visual design, could you explain the 40s noire

look to much of the film, for example Rachel's costumes?
That was the development that came in fairly early on. It was partly

the way the character was written by Hampton Fancher. Deckard

was a kind of laconic realist. It started to emerge for me that he was a

kind of Marlowe figure, which is an obvious comparison. Therefore

the generation of the idea of a voice over came very quickly, so

eventually a screenplay was written very much with a voice over in

mind. Therefore the next step came: what are the clothes going to

look like? Like fashion does, it recycles itself—we have earfy 60s

fashions at the moment. It certainly seemed to figure that people

could be going through that kind of look then. She's not

exactly 40s ..

.



A kind of High Tech 40s look if it existed . .

.

Yes a little larger than life .

It elso gives the fUm a timeless quality. Ware you looking for that as

welt?

Yes. Future, or near future has that. I think that if you could pop

forward forty years there wouldn't be that much change in some

things This room we are in for example could have been like that

forty years ago—it's been like it tor thirteen years. You'd step

outside and things would start to be different. I think we just slightly

enlarged on the way American cities are going at the moment.

I didn't particularly think that LA 2019 was realty far enough in the

future to present a city of that type.

Mexico City is going to be 2S million people in the next twelve years,

the biggest city in the world. It's m^e a little short, and I don't

necessarily think that forty years of genetic engineering wiH produce

a human being, but it will have created a few extraordinary things and

cured a few problems.

The screenplay of Blade Runner obviously went through many
variations. I find it interesting that one of the major deletions

survives, ifonly in part in the endsequence where Deckard finds the

origami unicorn left by Gaff. Do you regret that some of those more
intriguing aspects are no lonoer in the film?

Yes. Did you see the version with the unicorn?

No
I think the idea of the unicorn was a terrific idea .

.

The obvious inference is that Deckard is a replicant himself.

Sure To me it's entirely logical, particularly when you are doing a film

noire, you may as well go right through with that theme, and the

central character could in fact be what he is chasing. You could say it

is corny or not corny. Something is usually only corny according to

execution. There are only seven stories in the world, somebody said,

everything else is variations on a theme.

Did you actually shoot the sequence in the glade with the unicorn?

Absolutely It was cut into the picture, and I think it worked
wonderfully. Deckard was sitting, playing the piano rather badly

because he was drunk, and there's a moment where he gets

absorbed and goes off a little at a tangent and we went into the shot

of the unicorn plunging out of the forest. It's not subliminal, but it's a

brief shot Cut back to Deckard and there's absolutely no reaction to

that, and he just carries on with the scene That's where the whole
Idea of the character of Gaff with his origami figures—the chicken

and the little stick-figure man, so the ongami figure of the unicorn

tells you that Gaff has been there. Dne of the layers of the film has

been talking about private thoughts and memories, so how would

Gaff have known that a private thought of Deckard was of a unicorn?

That's why Deckard shook his head like that.

I found some astonishing touches of detail in Blade Bunoer. For

example, in the shot of what Rachel thinks is a photograph of her

motherland is in fact a photograph of TyrelTs niece's mother), for a

split second it comes to life. Was that more than just an incredibly

Hashy piece of film making or is it a reference to story point or

character?

It was linked to, and heightening the ideas of memories and being

drawn into those memories. Because a photograph is a piece of

history, even if it's yesterday, it's history ... a memory.

I notice this office is covered in photographs . .

.

Mnunm ... I wanted the photograph to have such a reality to it

because Deckard gets drawn into Rachel's “memory"—it's a little bit

like a woman showing a picture of a refugee to people and asking,

"Have you seen this child?" which is really what Rachel is doing.

"This is me with my mother “ And he says, "Rubbishl" and really

ploughs into her about it. Then obviously has some remorse about it.

because suddenly there's a kind of contact with her. He's thinking of

a replicant like an android. In fact, what we find at the end of the film

is that we are really dealing with human beings. It's kind of an

enhancement of what's happening to him at that particular moment
when he gets sucked into, "Is it real, or isn't it real?" I thought it was
nice that that frame, for a second or two, came alive, and you also

have the sound of children playing on the soundtrack, which is our

memories.

How difficult was it to set up the film in America and why America
and not here?

There were no difficulties in setting up the production, it got set up

very fast and then Filmways had difficulties and we decided very

early on that we had better bail out, and we were then picked up by

Jerry Perenchio and Bud Yorkin, and then in turn by the Ladd

Company. That all took a little bit of tap-dancing, but generally

speaking it was only uncomfortable for about two weeks. We did

originally budget the film to be shot here at EMI and Ironically, at the

time, the budget worked out higher, than it would have done for

America.

Why was that?

Because we were starting from scratch here, there is no back lot at

EMI, so we would have had to build that complex. Whereas the

complex we worked on, having rejected around the major cities in

America, that could have been applicable to the film, decided that we

could never control it. And also we would have to have done so much
layering, putting elements on already existing buildings, we would
never have got all the permissions. T^ only way that seemed to

make sense was to take over a back lot and take whatever elements
it had and add to it. It was a logical step.

How long did shooting take?

Seventeen weeks

And how did you choose Harrison Ford?

I'd thought about Harrison onginally tor Alien and didn't dare go and
ask him. I thought he'd say, “Are you kidding, I don't want to do
another science fiction him." But I like the quality that Ford has.

other than in the more obvious films like Star Wars, lika Raiders now,
although he hadn't done Raiders then. One of the films I liked very

much was Coppola's The Conversation, which Ford was in and he
also had a small part in Apocalypse Now. His performance in both

those areas is a rather watchful, menacing character, particularly The

Conversation—he could have really been a hit man in that. Another of

my favourite movies is Bertolucci's The Conformist and to a degree,

in Blade Runner, I was slightly influenced by that, in some of the

visual aspects. But it all passes through your own personal filter

system—in fact that was where some of the original thinking was—

I

like the way Bertolucci shoots. And I love Trintingant, who was a

totally unsympathetic character, not unlike Harrison, lika he says at

the beginning, “A kind of cold fish." But he's not really a cold fish,

he's just a realist, a dour person. I figured he could do that.

In retrospect having seen Raiden now, and you were casting Blade

Rarmar tomorrow, would you still cast Harrison Ford?

Oh sure . .

.

Because in a way he is very much a serial hero, almost a matinee

idol. .

.

Then that's good for him, because this gives him two sides and

totally broadens his range.

What's it like working with Harrison Ford? What's his imput like?

His level of imput is big. He's an actor who is very much aware of the

whole film making process and to a certain degree has his say, even
to the point where it might be something going on near him or behind

him, not just the actual scene itself. Interesting to work with.

RutgerHauer is also veryimpressive, was he chosen because ofhis

role in Nighthawks?

No, Solder of Orange. I wanted somebody who is physically not >
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"American", was apart somehow. Certainly in the film he's Tutonic,

and that was an instinctive choice really, to go in that direction. I

somehow tried to link it with Alien, because there are certain

Tutonic aspects to Ian Holm as the robot Ash. Very efficient and that

was a deliberate decision to make.

I^ere there eny Hnks between Ash in Aten end the repbcents in

Bhde Hmner? Itmaybe e case ofme reading into it too much, but an

aspect ofAten that I found interesting were the by-the^ay

references to the Earth corporations , .

.

There is a connection there . .

.

. . . and Blade Banner could eerymuch be what's happening on Earth

while the crew of the Nostromo are having their encounter with the

Alien.

It is in a way. Except what would be happening in space at the time

Blade Runner is set, wouldn't be as advanced as Alien.

Above: Deckard
fHarrison Ford!

facet Batty
(Rutger Hauer) in

the climactic

battle scene in

Blade Runner.

Did you feel a link between the two films while you were making

Blade Bannar?
Oh sure. We made obvious comparisons. In fact that was one of the

reasons why I didn't want to do Blade Rubber to start with, was

because I'd just done a film with an android in it and that was another

reasons why we changed the word 'android', I couldn't stand that

word any morel It was David People's daughter who came up with

the word "replicant". She's actually studying genetics at UCLA, so it

is a word that they use.

How did you work with Doug Trumbull on the effects?

Once again it's a layering process. During my editing period, very

frequently I would be involved in the lighting of the miniatures and

just the way the city looked. The tendency, initially, was to make it

too austere, and I wanted it to be even busy in the air above the city. I

put the input of all the advertising in, like the whole side of a building

becomes an advertising area and so on. Because I was a designer,

whoever I work with, it's very much a free exchange of ideas.

Once again, maybe I'm reading too much into it, but I felt the way

advertising motifs punctuated the film throughout it was some kind

of comment on your own past career in advertising.

It's also a way of enhancing the air traffic, because I was limited

financially as to how much aerial traffic I could have. I would have

liked a lot more aerial traffic, much more crowded, so you literally

have a traffic jam. The advertising blimp was like an additional flying

object, so I put that in wherever I could. That also echoes the idea

that if say, the city is 60 to 70 miles square or more, in thet area there

might be tvve^e blimps, each covering an area of twenty ntiles

square or so each.

On the subject of details, there's a briefshot where Deckard, after

his encounter with Leon, has a drink when he returns to his

apartment There's a ribbon ofblood that runs into his glass. Atwhat

point do you add a detail like that?

Sometimes on the spur of the moment—that perticular one was on

the spur of the moment. If you have your lip bashed, first of all it

stings like hell when you drink, so it's just a detail that I put in, which I

find it interesting to do. It's necessary and very easy to do as well.

It's a reality . ,

.

It's an extension of the super reality you were talking about in your

painting . ,

.

Yes.

The seQuence in the Bradbury was very complicated. Did it take a

long time to shoot?

Remarkably short. In fact, for this film, seventeen weeks is bloody

quick, although part of that was involved on the post-production

period. In fact, there weren't that many matte shots completed by

the end of principal photography, or special effects shots completed.

It's usually the case.

With hind-sight would you have made Blade Banner any differently?

No
Would you not liked to have included some of the earlier ideas from

the various scripts?

No . , . because I think this script is already difficult in that you are

using three basic storylines: you are doing a character study of a

character who is kind of a familiar character; you're seeing his

predicament which is a type of love affair and you're doing an action

adventure movie, and you're doing a city of the future. So you have

four elements running through there And every time you're off on

the love story, the action adventure holds off and vica versa, so it's a

very difficult kind of film to try and structure.

Are you disappointed that the references to Deckard being a

replicant are no longer there?

The innuendo is still there. The French get it immediately! I think it's

interesting that he could be.

At what point was the voice-over added? The original version we
^

sawhad very little. For example, at the end all that Deckard says is, "/

sar for six hours and watched him die" which was very effective.

The voice-over was added back in again. It started to get drawn out

because we never addressed the problem of the voice-over early

enough. I wanted the voice-over from the beginning—the screenplay

was written with a voice-over .

.

Is that the narration that's on it now?

No (pulling a face, that speaks volumes). I'm not totally happy with

the voice over, and yet its an essential ingredient of the Marlowe-

type character of Deckard, and also to a degree, helps clarification.

One of the most interesting aspects of Apocalypse Now, was the

voice-over—it was incredible. I think Coppola went on for nearly six

months trying to get that voice right. I think, with hindsight, I would

have liked to have redone the voice-over in Blade Runner, and I think

Harrison would as well.

On a story point was the reason that Batty saved Deckard's life and

let him live because he recognised that he too was a replicant?

No. It was an endorsement in a way, that the character is almost

more human than human, in that he can demonstrate a very human

quality at a time when the roles are reversed and Deckard may have

been delighted to blow his head off. But Roy Batty takes the humane

route. But also, in a way, because he wants a kind of death watch,

where he knows he is going, dying. So in a sense he is saving

Deckard for something, to pass on that information that what the

makers are doing is wrong—either the answer is not to make them at

all, or deal with them as human beings. Dbviously there's parallels to

Apardheit and all sorts of things.

What about the dove that Batty has throughout the end sequence?

That was Rutger Hauer's idea, which I liked actually. I was worried

about it at the time and kept staring at this dove and thinking, "Dh,

God!" Because we were both slightly worried that it might be

pretentious, although it doesn't come off that way at all—I think it

worked beautifully , .

.

But in what context?

Peace. It's odd that you have the warrior holding a dove. It's an

obvious parallel.

And the naH through the hand?

There's obviously a reference to the obvious analogy, but it's not

intended that way. It's a device of getting adrenalin at a point when

his hand is beginning to go, because the first time you see Rutger^

Hauer in the film, you see his hand first, and he says, 'Time enough."

and I hope you realise that there is some kind of time problem. And

then his hands starts to go again, which is like a symptom of his

disease. Dne has to allow that mixing of analogies to happen, so that

audiences can get different readings out of it which they do. Play a

piece of music to a group of a hundred people, and you'll get different

readings off each person, and that's what, in a way, film can beO
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^^ttletruck marks American-born, but British-based,

director Harley Cokliss' first full length feature

LJ after several years of tv and documentary work as
well as two featurettes for the Children's Film Foundation
{Glitterball and The Battle of Bi/Zy's Pond) and second unit

work on The Empire Strikes Back. Battletruck. a co-

production between Roger Corman and New Zealand
backers is, at heart, a Western, though set in a futu reworld

which appears to run parallel to that of AfadAfax 2. Oddly
enough the film has been in various stages of

development for many years and in some respects

predates themes explored by the Mel Gibson cult feature.

Lensed amid stunning New Zealand locations,

Battletruck is the story of Colonel Straker (an-off-the-wall

performance by James Wainwright) and his band of cut-

throats who cheerfully raid what settlements they can find

in a post apocalypse world. They come up against Hunter

(Michael Beck of The Warriors) a loner and recluse who
gets around on a souped-up motorbike powered by
rpethane. It's a silly story really with many resonances of

past cinematic delights ranging from Seven Samurai to No
Blade of Grass, and the vehicle of the title is just a touch
reminiscent of good old Damnation Alley. As I said,

Battletruck is really a Western, never more apparent than
in the closing moments when Hunter having disposed of

the baddies, packs his horse up and heads off back to the

mountains, leaving the girl Corlie (Annie McEnroe) behind.

But what Cokliss has done, in using the pseudo Western
frameorfc is ignore what makes the best Westerns work,

and that is action. Certainly Battletruck has its moments
and there's a couple of sp^acular displays of stuntwork
which nearly rival MadMax or Raiders of the Lost Ark. but

they are not enough. Far too much time is spent with the

settlers and their pathetic Woodstock spirit and there is far

too much talk without either plot or character development
and advancement. A couple of scenes of graphic violence

are thrown in arbitrarily, although with Corman money
involved, these would seem to be more of a sop to the

teenage drive-in crowd (the film has been retitled Warlords

of the 21st Century) who are the likely American
audience.

Part of the films problem is that it is too gentil, which
makes the occasional gore all the more gratuitous. For
Battletruck Xo work properly it needs toughening up,
although in this case tough doesn't mean violent. Just

tough action. There's a couple of lengthy scenes of Hunter
speeding across the hills on his bike, clad in home made
armour, which while having a pleasant mythic quality
about them are nothing more than time fillers and a
demonstration of cinematographer Chris Mengies' skill.

Beck's Hunter too, is a pretty weak characterisation and
while the intent may have bron to out-Eastwood
Eastwood, the result is just Wood(en). For as with most
films of this type which employ some sort of sup)erhero, it

is the villainswho are really interesting . While Wainwright
is on screen, casually committing mayhem and murder, or
making unhealthy advances to his daughter Corlie,

Battletruck really works. For those brief moments it is a
fascinating study of a meglomaniac on power of a
hopeless situation and thanks to the actor's sturdy
performarK:e the film remains memorable.

(^kliss is an interesting talent, but he still has much to
learn about story construction and characterisation, for
after it's well handled opening the film stutters and
sputters along a bit like Hunter's motorbike. But the film
looks terrific and the locations used by the young director
suit the mood of the story perfectly if not the final

execution. The super sharp and crisp photography add
much to the picture and Chris Mengies, work throughout is

a delight.

But the real star of Battletruck is the vehicle itself. A huge
lumbering two section truck, heavily armoured and
equipped with a nasty looking cow catcher, its every
appearance in the film notches up the production's
credibility. The final sequence in which it goes hurtling
over a cliff in slow motion, while recalling a similar scene in

Spielberg's Duel, is genuinely spectacular and exciting -
the only sounds we hear are those of the grinding, twisting

metal of the Battletruck in its death throes.

At the moment Battletruck has yet to find a distributor in

this country. I hope that Cokliss can see the sense in doing
some further re-editing work on the film. For really

Battletruck isn't that bad a film, just a little dumb in places,
and some judicious cutting would tighten it up quite a lot,

and while it's not a masterpiece by any stretch of the
imagination, England can't afford to let a director of
Cokliss' enthusiasm and burgeoning talent escape.

In a forthcoming issue of Starburst I'll be talking to
Harley Cokliss about the making of Battletruck and also his

forthcoming sf thriller. Contagious Q
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SPIELBERG'S f. T.
A fullpre-release report on the movie of the year

by Tony Crawley

Abov»: Sfven
SpMberg on tha

sat of E.T. Insat:

Hanry Thomas
in an aarty scana
as ha makas his

first contact with
tha E.T. Opposita:

Hanry Thomas
and his scraan

brothar and sister

in scanas from the

film.

N
ow, the good news. The quite ama2ing news.
Having raked in a record-bending 106,622 dollars

inside one month, E. T. has now surpassed Grease
(at lasti) and vaulted into No 5 position in the top films of

history. In, I repeat, its first month of business . .
.
just 31

days!
This rapid jump to glory means that the five films at the

top of Variety's list of all-time box-office champs - the

basis of our annual Fantasy Film Chan in Star^rst - have
all been produced and/or directed by George Lucas and
Steven Spielberg. Steve, in fact, has directed three of the

top five moneymakers in history. And he's managed that in

seven years.

For the moment, the Top Five reads : 1 , Star Wars; 2, The
Empire Strikes Back; 3, Jaws; 4, Raiders of the Lost Ark; 5,

E.T.

And I expect these films to remain the top five by the

time of our next Fantasy Chan, although not necessarily in

that order. Raiders is increasing its figures with its current

re-issue in America - but like everything else it's way, but

way behind E. T. in terms of business. The very weekend
Raiders re-op)ened, f. T. took in three times as much loot at

the box-office and it sure hasn't stopped yet.

In our next chart, I think you can safely bet that f. T.'ll be in

third position. There's even a possibility that it could
actually move as high as second place.

Lucas strikes back with his American re-issue of Star
Wars and he has Empire back out again for Christmas over
there and again in April by which time, I suppose, £. Til be
ready for its first re-issue.

But through all this, a dark cloud hangs over Spielberg.

II

As if the chopper crash on Twilight Zone (see Things to

Come) is not enough to give Spielberg a breakdown

(reportedly, poor John Landis is close to one, himself)

Steve is also faced by a 750-million dollar lawsuit by writer

Lisa Litchfield. It's a par for the course action in which the

writer alleges that f. T. is based on her 1978 copyrighted

play, Lokey From Maldmar.
Her lawyer alleges that Spielberg changed the play'stwo

aliens into one and switch^ the father character to the

mother in the film . . . and adds that Universal president

Ned Tann wrote to Lisa Litchfield in October, 1979, turning

down her play as a film idea.

Well, we've been here before. Hardly any megafilm - or

indeed any film, big or small - is made in Hollywood

without someone claiming they've been ripped-off. It

happened this time last year with three men claiming

Raiders was their story. They announced a lawsuit asking

of 1 10-million dollars' damages. Obviously inflation has

hit lawsuits, too.

Indeed, Spielberg must be quite used to such actions by

now. He has one kind of lawsuit or another slapped on all

his recent films - Close Encounters, Raiders, Poltergeist

E. T. and, tragically. TwilightZone. Only one of his last six

films got through the net. That was 1941. Then again, that

was his only flop among those last six films ... He says the

E. T. suit is "completely without merit." Neither Spielberg

or Universal will dignify it with further comments.
Surely, if Lisa Litchfield's claim is correct, she ought to

be suing, not Spielberg, but the writer of the E. T. script,

Melissa Mathison.

Except she's not so rich and famous . .

.

(Editor's note: Though I've not seen E. T. as of press time,

I would point out that the premise of Mr Spielberg's film

sounds a lot closer to the story of the film,Man From Planet

X. In that Edgar Ulmer film, the title character is an alien of

the friendly persuasion who lands on Earth and is

frightened when an obsessive scientist tries to learn his

secrets. The scientist's daughter (if I remember correctly)

helps the strange little man escape the humans and return

to his home planet. Now, for me, that is closer to £. T. than

to Lisa Litchfield's two aliens in her play. And surely the

producers of Man from PlanetX would be just as justified

in suing Ms Litchfield as she could be in suing Spielberg.)

Meanwhile, Euro-dates for this movie of the year still

look like being Christmas, though, the film has had its

official British premiere at the recent Edinburgh festival. . .

has begun playing the U.S. bases in Europe . . . and is due
at the Deauville festival in France, where I'm off to in a

matter of . .

.

oh, hours now.
But in a bizarre, not to say downright stupid move, the

Swedish film censors and Committee on Children's Films

have banned E. T. to children under the age of eleven. I'm

used to censors being a triflle mad, but this is a totally

incomprehensible ban.

Spielberg has rightfully retaliated by saying either his

film is passed for children from seven upwards or he just

won't allow it to be released in Sweden at all. Right on I

The million dollar merchandising of £. T. has been
spread between some 43 "quality" products so far in

America. The take from everything from kids' shoes to

female undies (eh?) is liable to rival another Star Wars
record. Latest count on the Lucasfilm merchandising is

1.5 billion doWars)

Proof of £ T.'s acceptance as a cine-classic is its swift

(free) use in several American newspapers cartoons, such
as Gary Trudeau's Doonesbury strip - and a six-panel

political cartoon by syndicated Tom Toles which showed
Israel's Premier Begin as£ T. playing with his pal Reagan's
toy armaments. And the alien's movie (and telephone
commercial) catchphrase turns up on the tannoy of the

hospital in Young Doctors In Love when, Af*A*S*W-style
we hear the announcement: "E.T. phone home."
While£ 7. awaits its sequel, its main pal on planet earth,

young Henry Thomas has been snapp^ up for another
movie - Misunderstood. Director Jerry Schatzberg chose
him to play Gene Hackman's son in this re-make of an
Italian sob-story. Good role for the kid, though. Enough to

make £ T. cry Q
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Review by Phi! Edwards

isney's latest multi-million dollar opus, Tron, has

proved something of a failure in the usual Summer
box office race in America. Exactly why is

something of a mystery to me. Because Tron, simply and

purely, is one of the most original movies of all time—

a

genuine Fantasia for the 80s.

Tron was first planned as a full-length animation feature

by young director Steven Lisberger, of Animatympics

fame. Somewhere along the line the production was

picked up by Disney and the film turned from a relatively

small budget affair into a mega-effects feature utilising the

latest in computer-generated imaging and optical effects

and animation techniques. The result, on the screen, is

nothing short of dazzling.

Tron is the story of Flynn (Jeff Bridges) a computer whizz

kid who has had several game programs stolen by a work

mate, Dillinger (David Warner) while working for Encom, a

computer house. Dillinger, on the strength of the success

of one of the stolen programs. Space Paranoids, has risen

up to the top of the company, while Flynn has turned to

running an amusement arcade for his bread and butter.

But Dillinger has become a victim of one of his own
programs. The Master Control Program, which is now so

intelligent that it intends to rule the world! Meanwhile,

Flynn is trying to get access to the MCP to find the vital

piece of information which will prove that he is the true

creator of Space Paranoids. A couple of Encom
employees, and friends of Flynn, Alan and Lora (Bruce

Boxleitner and Cindy Morgan) help the wronged

computerist break in to Encom so he can get direct access

to the MCP. But the villainous MCP realises what he is up to

and causes a laser to blast him into atoms and reform him

inside the computer itself, where he is sentenced to die as a

video game warrior.

Don't let this seemingly technical plot outline put you off

Tron. It really is an action adventure story, which at times is

at least as exciting as Star Wars, and certainly one hundred

per cent more original than that space opera. Although the

dialogue assumes that every member of the audience is

likely to have at least a working knowledge of computer

techno-jargon, there is actually very little dialogue in the

film. Rather it is a feast for the eyes and ears (see it in Dolby

stereo if at all possible!) and generates a kind of

excitement and atmosphere quite new in the realms of

cinema.
The acting is adequate for this type of movie, with

special kudos going to Bridges. His disbelief at finding

himself on a video gaming grid is played for laughs at first,

but when he realises that he is likely to be blown away in

the various games, it all turns a bit more serious and the

actual battles ensure that any video game freaks who see it

will probably never look at a vid screen the same way the

next time they joggle a toggle in their favourite

sleazporium. David Warner, as usual, acquits himself well

in the dual role of Dillinger and his video-game world alter

ego, Sark.

Perhaps the most extraordinary thing about Tron, is that

a vast majority of what you see on the screen is actually

created by computer technology. As one of the film's

designers. Syd Mead, told me when he was recently in

London, Tron virtually soaked up and used a// the

computer technology so far devised and even created

quite a bit of its own. Some of the sequences are

breathtaking. The Light Cycle race, in which the racing

machines create solid walls of colour behind them as they

speed around a grid, trying to cut each other off is

absolutely extraordinary in its excitement and creates a

true sense of cinematic exhilaration unlike anything you

have seen. A game of electric frisbee in which combatants

try and knock the floor out from under each other is

likewise thrilling, and the sense of impending death is well

handled.

Of course right wins in the end in Tron and the demise of

the MCP, represented by a huge spinning face, is

spectacular. Occasionally the film lapses into a kind of

tweeness, particularly in the death scenes of various video

game players, and the ending in which the MCP is

"cleansed", making the computer world a happier place

reminded me of a cross between the death of the Blue

Meanies in Yellow Submarine and the Ave Maria sequence

from Fantasia. But overall, Tron is exciting and original in

its concepts. A thoroughly "fresh" film experience and one

I urge you not to miss.
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D
uring my three week vacational

wander around parts of Europe this

summer I had intended to do some
vital research on your behalf as well as the

usual stuff like drinking a lot and lying in the

sun. What I'd wanted to do was a kind of

consumer survey of cinemas in different

countries to see if foreign movie-goers had to

put up with as much rubbish in the way of

adverts and 'Barry Norman Visits Bt^noK-
type shorts.

That was the plan, at least, but I ended up
only going to the cinema twice the whole time

-once in Switzerland and once in Rome-and
on both occasions the main feature had
started by the time I entered the cinenw (this

in itselfwas very unusual compared to British

cinemas - over here it doesn't matter how
late you are, the adverts are alwaysJust
starting as you enter the auditorium). So
much for the consumer survey, but I didtry . .

.

An interesting thing about the cinema in

Switzerland, called the Georges Vand located

in Lausanne, was a large display case set in

the wall by the stairs leading up into the lobby
containing nothing other than a copy of

Starburst magazine. Hello, I said to myself,

this is weird. Did they know I was coming or

something? What's an Ertglish fantasy

magazine doing being displayed outside a

fancy cinema in Switzerland? It obviously had
nothing to do with the movie being shown -

which was Kubrick's Barry Lyndon. Then I

discovered that there was a cinema bookshop
above the cinema and this was fAe/r display

case. And on checking the shop later I found
that they had a big range of back issues of

Starburst as well as other (inferior)

magazines that shall remain nameless. Still, it

was an odd coirKidence.

Back to the subject of those adverts in

British cinemas -they've been attracting a lot

of flak in the trade magazine Screen
International recently. One attack by film

producer Euan Lloyd prompted a reply from a

Pearl and Dean spokesman who said, in hurt

tones: "Would it not be helpful if people like

Euan Lloyd stopped attacking our 'ar^aic
advertisements', which without effort on the

industry's part, provides and annual income
of some £4,000,000; this in turn provides the

wherewithal to keep cinemas open for the

exhibition of his films, and therefore to

maintain his livelihood."

What the man from Kearl and Dean seems

to be saying is that because there are no

longer enough people paying money to se^

movies in Britain the revenue from the

adverts has become even more rtecessary in

order to keep the cinemas open. But this

completely side-steps the question ofwhy
less and less people are going to the cinema
in this country. According to a recent issue of

Vanefy the "... nosedive of British exhibition

continued through May ... as admissions

dropped to 930,000 customers for the four

week period, compared to 1,7(X),0(X)

admissions for thelike period one year earlier

. . . Some trade predictions are that total 1982

admissions will be some 40% below 1981

totals " Fortypercentbe\avs 1981 , and yet

1981 was a record low in itself.

If the decline goes on at this rate it's going

to take a hell of a lot more than the £4,000,000

advertising revenue to keep British cinemas
open. And then the exhibitors are going to

have to face reality and ask themselves why
the cirtema in this country is losing popularity

while in countries like America and Australia

this situation is in reverse. Can't be the

movies - it has to be connected with the way
movies are exhibited in Britain, and this

brings us back to those "archaic

advertisements" and all the other dross film

patrons have to endure for their £2 to £3 a

shot. If the exhibitors want to lure jieople

away from their video recorders they're

going to have to make going to the cinema a
much more attractive proposition (when you
hire a film om video you don't get 10 minutes
of adverts with it . . .).

But the British Cinema Advertising

Association is fighting back. They've just

announced that a Marplan research survey
proves that cinema advertising has more
impact on consumers that tv advertising. This

is all part of their campaign to prevent their

clients from switchirtg to the new Channel
Four but while I admit that cinema adverts do
have more impact than tv ones I hardly think

this is A Good Thing. A Variety points out:

"Report fails to note that a cinema patron is a

'captive' viewer, whereas the televiewer has
more options at his disposal - namely
switching channels." And he also has the

choice of not going to the cinema and
avoiding being that poor captive . . . which is

what is happening. I guess the CAA will only

wake up when the cinemas are completely
empty. Sigh. Beam me up, ScottyO



S
ttiturst if not just Um namt of this nwgaiino,

iff alM th« titti of Frtdtrick PofiTt Istnt

novaf from GotiKicz ft fS.96. Basod on his wtff

racaivad novalta ''Tha Gotd at tha Starhow's End~

which was first pubbshad in 1971, it tails ofa group of

paopla who ara dispatchad on a long voyaga to a

nawly discovarad pfanat of Alpha Cantuati vidiich

thay ara to invastigata balora ratuming to Earth.

Escapt that thara isn't raady any such planet and

whan thay arriva thaywW ba unaMa to ratum and wil

dia. Tha raal purpose of tha trip, plannad by tha

project's director. Or von Knaflhausan, ia to isolata a

group of paopla in an educationally stmulslmg
environment artd hopa that thay wdl coma up with a

few new scientific thaorias, for on Earth sdanca has

bacoma monbund and naw discovaries are needed.

Tha craw ara programmed to sand back regular

reports of their progress. And progress thay do,

quickly davaloping into a bunch of superhuman

ganiusas In fact thay bacoma smart enough to

discover that tha platwt thay ara haadirtg towards

doesn't exist In ratakstion thay irradiata tha Earth

with a beam of subatomic partidas wdiich break down
all the alamants heavier than iron. Nudaar power no

longer exists on Earth, and tha world is pkingad into

an energy crisis. Maanwhila, arriving at their

destination, tha wouldha colonists and than children

have davalopad abditias which anabla them to build

their own plm on which to sattla and dress it with

carefully designed vagatahon into tha bargain. One of

them hu even bean dead for quite a whda but is

perfectly happy as a ghost.

EvantuaVy a smal group returns to Earth, where
things ara slowly falling a^. Tha U.SA. has split

into a host of tquabling factions, and tha Prasidant is

considaring abandoning Washington bacausa tha

mahing polar ica caps (brought about by intamal

haatmg of the Earth in tha wmka of the subatomic

baaml ara causing tha saa laval to risa. (M von '

Knaflhausan, sbll a major villain to tha colonists, is

dead, but one of tha cokmists resurrects him tor a

while, punishaig him by giving him a face ha doesn't

kkf . They ara ready to bestow al sorts of wonders on
tha paopla of Earth, but thay finally discovar that their

hosts vmnt things to be left as th^ are, thank you
vary much. So off thay go back to Alpha Canturi. only

a coupla of them elacting to stay on Earth

And that's about it. ITms one of those novels

which is mtarasting anough on a kna basis but

ultimataly seams rethar diractionlass and lacking a

strong unifying theme, fm sure PoM kitandad it to be

funny in parts, but I found I couldn't taka any of it vary

seriously Wa have thraa-yaar-oWs who can pdot

tpacacrah, plants which contain wombs in which

human babies grow, ghosts wdio ersata other ghosts

from dead paopla. and svan a translomiad woman
who has passed beyond ghosthood and is powerful

enough to create a whole planet without breaking

into a sweat Each of these elements is entertaining

enough on its own tanns, but added together thay

bagxi to seam kka one preposterous thing after

another until tha reader is eventually prepared to

accept anything tha author tails him. Incrmtukty is

not so much suspended as made irralavant. And
whan anything does anything matter? And that's tha

probfam with this novel: uHxnataly tha reader

doesn't much care what happens

Aavateeon byW A. Hsrbinson (Corgi £1 .951 is

about much niaightiar matters In fact you could

scarcely gat anything more weighty than the Sacond

Coming of tha Messiah and tha ansumg Apocalypsa

It's blockbustar in most senses of tha word, not least

m its 525 page length. I somatimas wonder how
authors manage to write books this kmg. Harbinson

manages It chiefly by having a lot of kitrespactiva and

axpository passages which racapitulata dramatic

episodes Which is a posh way of sayng that ha pads

out his wordage by repeating things just in csss tha

reader isn't paymg anantam. I should ba hir and say

that ha doesn't do it al tha tima. but tha early staMS
of tha book in particular would have bsnafittad from

soma editorial cutting. This is, of course, tha scana-

satting stage iMiare tha author may still ba

floundering around a bit and hasn't yet got kito gear

Whan the novel does gat moving, wa laam that tha

mysterious lights in tha sky and tha strange dreams

which Kata Hirschfiald. and American Jaw working in

Jerusalem, has bean axparianemg herald tha

destruction of Tha Chapel of tha Ascension on tha

Mount of Okvss duniig a storm. The mountain splits

open to reveal a glowmg whita rectangular object.

Inside it is a man
Tha man turns out to hava kttla racoflaction olwho

ha is beyond tha fact that his name is Joshua and that

ha has a mission which xivolvas spaskmg to tha

paoplas of Earth. Someone posits out that tha name
Jesus is darivad through Greek from Joshua, but

Harbinsn is too astute to make a Joshua a purely

Chnahan Massah, and in fact tha masi threat of tha
novel from than on is tha various attamptt of all tha

major religions to claim him as thav own prophet

Recent events si tha Lebanon have overtaken this

book somawhaL but it still retains a cartasi topicality

Eventually Joshua is martyred (on his own orders)^
Kata's erstwhile boyfriend and tha Arabs swede
Israel. Just as avarything appears to ba gosig badly

lor them and tha world seams on tha brink of a

holocaust a supernatural force sitarvanas, with

nudaar missilas abruptly vanishsig in mid-trajectory

aiMl vkrious other weapon systems being randarad

inopataMa The warring states, stunned by this

display of haavanly powar, lay down their arms and
thaw^ is saved Meanwhile Kata has given birth to

her baby by Mosha Eitan. tha Israal Chief of Staff of

tha Armed Forces. Tha book ends with Mosha and

Kata 'gazing across the crying child, looking into each

other's ayes to that future which kwa might make
whole". This is in tha tree tradition of tha Happy

Ending; if you can't hava them riding off into tha

sunset and with an. angagamant, a marnaga or a

birth.

Tha curious thng about Ravafaiion is that despite

its ostansiMa subiact matter it doesn't really gat to

grips with any rakgioils quastions at all. Joshua

behaves in a suitably holy (even holiar than-thoul

manner, but ha never actually says anything specific

in religious terms. It's almost as if ha (or rethar tha

author) didn't want to offend any particular religious

group. Ha's a Messiah for all seasons, an identikit

prophet and this novel will probably sail as wall in

Mecca as Massachusetts Its a craftsmankka but

vary bland book, a commercially packaged

Apocalypsa which is so alficisnt that it's not at all

mamorabla
What can I say about Robert Hamlein's latest

novat fnd»Y, from Naw English Library at D.95?

Wan. lor one thing, it's shorter than recant Hainlain

novels, for vrtiich I was heartily grateful. Hainlain is

supposed to ba one of tha Grand Old Masters of

science fiction, but his raputatxm has bacoma a kttla

tamishad in recant years and novels such as Tima

fnowgfl IbrLova and The Number of ifw Saasf hava

gamed a mostly hostile recaption from tha serious

crihcal press in this country. One of tha chief

objections to The Numbarof lAa Saasrwss that

Hainlain kapt having a famala character's nipples go

Spungl whan she bacama saxuaby aroused This

does saam a rather pacukar phenomenon to me. but

ahar reading fhdty I hava the anprassion that

Hainlain. in his dotage, is bacommg a kttla obsessive

about thmgs kka nipplas and breasts and other bodily

armbutas common to parsons of a famala

parsuasxm

Friday is actually a ganetically-snginaared sacrat

courier who tends to ba preoccupied by tha fact that

she's not human in tha Kcapted sense Thissaams
to bother her far more than bamg gang-raped ai tha

opening chapters, an axparianca which tha shrugs

off without much troubla at al. daspita tha tact that

she has her left nipple tom oft in tha process Much

in tha book, whan dneussmg tha with ona of

tha man who rapad her but didn't know about tha

mutdation. she thinks of it as "damage to my
starboard mild gland" I have to confess that tins

made me want to gag And wdian she Ktualy ends up
marryaig tha rapat I began to understand wdiy soma
of tha more axtrama fammats would kka to turn Iwl

tha human race in to gaklmgs

This is a pretty distastaful novel from start to

finish. Its only radaanxng quabty is a residua of tha

narrativs vigour which used to ba ona of Haadam's

chief strengths as a wntsr Tha kaaps tha dedicated

reader la reader who has perhaps enyoyad soma of

Hemlam's aarkar work) turning tha pages, but there's

kttla reward in them 'The story raniUes. tha plotting

is flimsy and most of the charectars struck me as

obnoxxius. If they're man. thay tend to pat woman on

tha knee and call them "daar" If they're women (kka

Friday) thay saam obsessed with being physically

attracthra and good m bed. "Pruriam" ia a word wdiich

parfaetty dasenbas tha ganaral atmosphere of this

book: H^lam's attitude towards saxuahty a kka

that of a leering old precocious schoolboy wdxi can't

wait to do it. Hamlatn a now 75 yaais oU. and ifs long

past his ktarery bad-time

Norstrika Press ara a smal mdapandantAustrakan

publishing house whose latest novel, Tba Pfaais by

Gerald Mumane. is a vary strange and enigmatic book

indeed. It's about a man who journeys into tha

mtarior of Australia and kvas among tha plMislali

there Only this isn't tha Australia wa knM. tor tha

plainsman are culturad paopla. devoted to art and

philosophical musings. wdiila tha coastal areas of

Australia ara ramota and of kttla kitarast to them

The narrator (none of tha characters hava names) is

loravsr leaking to understand and coma to tarma

with tha landscape which surrounds him. but ha

seams to kvs almost antirsly ai his head and is

parelysad through his own insetion

Although a short book. Tha Plwns ia danse and

difficult and fm not goirrg to pretend that I

understood mors than a fraction of it h deals vmth

notions of art raakty and in particutir Australian

culture and sociaty. Tha prose sasmad rather too

studied at times to me, but I admire tha authofs

dedication to a vary dificult and indhridual task, and I

also admire Norstrika Press for pubkshaig a book

which is kkaly to find only a vary kmitad audtsncs.

Obscure though this book might ba. ifs dearly tha

work of a writer passionstaly devoted to his subject

matter, and ifs a refreshing contrast to tha fisahiar

and shaflowar books on offer this month.

A final word lor tha sacond and concluding part of

tha Judge Oradd 'Cursed Earth' apoodes which Titan

Books hava just pubkshad at 0.50. More witty and
invantiva stuff from tha 7000 A.D. stabla. with Oradd
fighting off Tyrannosaurs and robot armies before
filially staggering into Maga-City Two, battarad but
unbowed, to dakver tha plague antidote to tha

balaaguarad city. Forthcommg tides from Titan

induda tha Bolland/McMahon/Wagnar Judge
Cahgulf apisodas and Part Ona of The liobo-Hunttr

Ctstbook by Wagner and Ian Gibson. Al good stuff,

but not tha news that Titan are planning to pubksh
eight tides a year. At 0.50 at tima tha seams too
many to ma and I think hall that number would ba
more appropnata. othaiwiaa there's a real danger
that supply wdl outstrip damand O

i
Abovt l»ft: A

' acd/ra from the

Judge Dredd book
The Cursed Earth.
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S
cianct Fiction on tho big md snob urton nos

obMoys boon t touchy sub|Oct omongjt

hordonod sf buffs, who usuofty foof that, with

I

tha oxcoption of Star Ftoit niost visusi transitions

I

from thoif socrod btoraturo an Mssphonious This

: thinking has in tha past succtssfulfy laid to rast quits

I

a numbar of compatant scianca fiction films and tv

I
shows.

But if cinams sf has occasionally savod fsca with

films of tha calibra of 4 ^aca Odyssay. why not

tv? Looking back through tha annals of British and

Amarican programmas thara hava boon quits a

numbar ofMad sf shows and yat soma not owa
thair axistanca to an ahaady wol astsbkshad noval.

Racant rasaarch has uncovarsd ttiraa tv sarias

daahng with tha subjact of scianca fiction and yat all

wars totally diffarant to aach othar and sR total

failuias Tha first appaarad in 1979 amid a flurry of

axpactant publicity. Rathar than a totafly original idaa.

it was a raworking of an old thama m which tha

cantral charactai had alraady mada thraa pravious tv

appaarancas - Rrofassor Barnard Qustarmass.

craatad by sf wrhar Nigal Knaala

Nigal Knaala is a most prolific author, wdiosa tv

cradits hava xidudad Tha Craatura from which

Hammar Films mada thair 1951 film niaAbominaMt
Snowman, an adaptation of Gaorga OnvalTt

prophatk noval 1194, a film varsion of John Osboma's

I

Look back ihAngar. tha uraanplsy for tha Chartss

Schnaar film FirstMan in ifla 1 1964) and original

talaplays Tha Kaar oFifla Sax Oflmpics (1969) Tha

Storia Tapas 11972) and tha sarias Baasfs 11976)

Ha is partiaps bast knovwi howavar. for his highly

i
controvaraial and higlily adaimad Quatsnnass

stDiias. Thay first appaarad way back in 1953 and was

t
antMad Tha OuatannassCipanmant with Ragxiald

Tata in tha starring lola. Tha sacond in 1955 callad

Quatarmts II stsrrsd John Robinson. By populai
' damand a third sarias appaarad in 1959 antitlad

Ouattmiass and tha Ar with Andra Moral. A9 thraa

tsiapisys wara tumad into aqualy axciting motion

;

picturss. Sinca tha aal^ SKtias Knaala has fait an
urga to cpntaioa tha advanturas of his Miad
sdantiat but it wasn’t unti 1973 that tha opportunity

sisaa to writs a fourth sciipt calad simply

duMarmass. Tha idsa want naturaly. to tha BBC. but
although thay wouldn’t admit to d, tha idaa was
shalvad dua to lack of avsilabla financa to covar tha

I

spacisl affacts

Knaala m«s approadiad by Euston Films (Tha

I

SwaanylwharaproducarTadChildswaakaantossa
i thaidaattanslarrsdtofibn.Asawaytopravantafilm

:
varsion bang Isunchad from ha script at soma latsr

I data. Knaala signad a contract with Euston Films to

: writs a pottad version for aditing into a 90 minuts film

lor ralaasa abroad. Tha tv sarias howavar was shown

in 4 ona hour apisodas. and on raflacbon was
probably mora antoyaWa

So udwra did Knaala go wrong with Quatarmass?

On diaiactar lavsl it nwiiks raaionably wal John Mils

is adaquata as Quatarmass and tha story a
mtnguaig. Tha plot ravohras around a luturt

civitation (naxt yaar parhapsi whara chaos raigra.

tha aconomy has colapssd and lual in short supply

Gangs of youths roam tha straats and tha only paopla

who saam to hava any kxid ol amploymant ara tha

taenrioans at a local lalavision studio Most of tha

younger ganaration who don’t aivolva thamsalvas

with tha ncrassaig violaiKa. balong to a gigantic

"hippy ” cult that bahavas tha only way out of their

daprassing soewty d through talaportation to

another planat

Quatannass befnands a young Kwnhst Or Joseph

Kapp playad by Simon McCorkxidala and ha wifa

Barbara Kaflamian He kvas in a country ratraat

rasambling somathmg out of Tarry Nation’s Survivon

sarias Quatarmass and Kapp ara suspicious of an

unearthly occuranca at a huge stone ewda. not unhke

Stonahanga. where certain numbers of adolascants

ara obktaiatad by a blinding light from space

As Knaala ralatad in tha axcalant Quatamass and
tha At beings from another planat visitad our world

at the dawn ol tima buryaig huge talaportstion

davicas under tha grou^ These instrumants.

centuries latar, would be Ktivatad by just such

youthful goings-on. transporwig anydiing caught in

tha baam and transforming It into a food substance

for alian consumption Guatarmass discovars that

man’s superstitions hava encouraged him to mark tha

areas wdwra tha machines are bunad with stone

cirdas. finely solving tha archaeological piuila

behind so many of tha mystic sites dotted around

tha country Naadtass to say ho manages to beat tha

skans at their own gams by sanding them an atomic

breakfast.

Tha proUam with tha Quatannass Conclusion lias

in its depressing ovartonas that haavily bog down tha

pace of the story. Simon McCorkindsla d vary

doappointing and tha sarias packs no alamant of

surprise so avidant in the first Quatarmass stones.

Tha sarias looks wal mada and has soma sffactiva

sat piacas. It did cost 1.5 naflion pounds to produce,

but it was unfortunately a sad ramindar of just how
superb tha original series used to be Othar mambars
of tha cast mdudad Brewster Mason. Margaret

Tyzack and Ralph Arliss The dirsetor of photography

was Ian Wilson and tha Exacutiva lhaducar was
Verity Lambert, a My who has had long dealings with

sciancs fiction, as any Doctor Who buff wil tal you.

Another sf sarias. this tana from America that

Mad to impress tha viewers was Tha Manian
Chronklas based on tha noval by Ray Bradbury.

Bradbury’s uniqua work had baw on tha cards tor a

film varsion for years and yst no-oiw aver had a

chance to tackle it Fnaly talavision stepped in in tha

fonii of NBC in October 1977. 27 years after it was
originsly wrrttan Tha sarias was produced by
Charles Frias and adapted by Richard Mathason
utlaing many of Bradbury’s original story idaas. Both
man wara highly enthusiasticM tha project but

would ultimalaly be doappointad wdian^ show
paM in comparison to tha blockbustar scianca tact

Sanaa Cosmos with Cart Sagan. Frias gathered a

distingualiad cast to portray main chaiactara in

including Rock Hudson as Wider. Frit! Wsavar as
Paragrina. Oairan McGsvin aa Parkhll and Roddy
McOowal as Father Stoiw.
Tha television sanas had a visual styla unusual for

sf. puttxigoiainmmdofthaRogar Vadim dassic

Batbarada Rathar than using al tha short stories

containad in Bradbuiy’s noval. Frias and Mathason
split tha talavision concept in to thraa segments Tha
first ralstas how tha Mailians watch tha Earthmsn
arriving in spacaships In anger thay murder tha

xnadars and also turn tha planat into a graveyard for

tha sacond axpaditxin sent to tha rad pMat. Whan
tha third NASA spaceship arrives with Cokmal Wider
m charge ha docovars tha Martian ettias in ruira and
tha race al but wiped out by Earth doaasas Ona of

ha man Capt Spender anriad with a mysterious

Martian weapon attacks tha ramaming craw but d
kilad by Wider and Lt Paithil

In tha sacond xatslmant tha story progresses a

few years to a manned colonaation of tha planat . Ona
of the ghost-kka sunriving Martians assumes tha

identity of certain Earthpaopla. craatmg a faahng of

homasicknass for most With that many of tha

population ratum home, but unforlunataly arrtva on
Earth at a tima of global conflict. Lt Parkhll pursued

by Martian sandships d dakghtad by tha honutakty
awarded hxn by tha spiritual Martian race, but

saddanad dtarvdian ha d witness to tha dastrucOon

ol tha Earth by nudaar holocaust.

In tha third apooda Wilder fmaly meats up with a

Martian. Together with hd dmly ha destroys tha

books about lifa on Earth as ha old pdnat now caasas

to axat Thay ara now the Martians Apart from an

unusual musical score tha sanas offered vary Imta

For Ray Bradbury tha dafinitiva screen varsnn of ha
noval has std yat to be made

Back in 1970 London Waekand Tadvdion dunchad
a short kvad scianca Action series of thair own
antitlad Tha Advanturas ofDon Quick starnng Ian

Handiy. that dated for six apoodas Tha storms ware
loosly based on tha advanturas of Don Quixote and

hd side kick Sancho Panta. Tha show was amad at

tha adult inewar and workad as a kmd of sf satira. Don
Quick was a mambar of tha Intargadctic

Mamtamanca Squad and togathar with ha falow

companion Sgt Sam CiO|Mnsar (Ronald Lacey)

roamed tha unKrarsa in hd space capsula.

occasionaly dnding on various pdnats and upsetting

tha dakcata badnea of humanity. Tha sanas was
tachnicaly imprassiva loolung and LWT constructed

a giant spaced at thaw Wamblay Studios dtsignad

by Bryan Bagga. Rodnay Cammoh and John Emmary
Don Quick was ado ona of tha first shows to

faatura nudity, particudily in tha apooda Tha leva

Baflactor. To undarstand how tha sanas lookad. it

might halp ifyou can cast your mind back to tha visual

content of (TV’s Star Uatdans Tha sanas was never

rapaatad and vandhad from tha face of tha Earth,

aomathing that that character in tha sarias was always

unablatodo.

Epoodas nckidad Tha Banahts of Earth by Pater

WMablood (Exacutiva Producer for tha sards) in

which Quick altar dndng on a strange pdnat seas

himsatlasaaortof roving ambassador of Earth Ha
has probdms howavar whan ha encounters two
races; ona tachncalv advanced though addicted to

wardra and human sacrrfica. tha othar livmg in a

dream world of peace and sensitivity Diraclor Mika

Newel. Guest stars Anouski Hampel and Thorfay

Waltars

Paopd isn't Evaiything. written by Kenneth HM
and diractad by Qumtin Lawrence. Quick and Sam
trusting leave thair spaceship in tha charge ol an

akohokc robot on tha planat Ophichus. Guest stars

Tony Bateman and Kata CMara.
Tha mghar tha favrar by Pater WMablood.

Oiractor Cklf Owen Thd episode finds our anti-

naroas on Mafexm 5. in the middd of a huge rubbish

dump. Tha inhabitants hava al taken refuge in 2.000

storey skyscrapers Guest stars Jamas Haytar a.-^

Hilda^rd Nal

The Lowe Aaflacnir by Keith Mids Director Cyril

Cika Tha popudtxm of tha pdnat Harakos consists

of baautiful gird but thara a a danger in giving in to

thau charms Dna astronaut Quick encounters

succumbed a ganaration ago and d now onlyr tal.

Guast star Faith Brook.

Tha Quick and tha Daad by Keith Mids. Diractad

by Bob Hird. Sgt Sam a convinced ha d dead whan by
aeddant Quick lands in tha cratar of a kva volcano.

Panic sets m Mian tha intrepid astronauts ddeovar
that tha volcano houses a strange assortment of

anednt gods. Guast stars Patried Haynes and
Jacquakna Cdrka.

Paradisa Dastruct by Charlotte and Dannd
Pkmmar Oiractor Bil Turner. To anyone but Don
Quick, tha pdnat Amity woukt seam a paradda. Tha
gird ara baautiful tha vegetation d kish and both
night and winter hava bean mysteriously abokshad.

But Quick as usual cannot dt wal alona Guast stars

Kara Wilson and Roy MarsdanQ





Feature byAlan Murdoch

E
rnest B. Schoedsack's Dr Cyclops is one
of the great ignored sciertce fiction

horror films of the 1930s. It was ill-

teceived by the critics of the time despite the

ingenious special effects and use of

Technicolor, almost unheard of at that time

on such a low budget movie. It wasn't until

the 1950s science fiction boom and
Television came along that the film was
appreciated by audiences and critics alike. On
looking at the film today, with the benefit of

hindsight, it is easy to see why 1930s

audiences couldn’t get to grips with the

picture. More than anything it resembles a

movie from the middle of the fifties, scier^e

fiction movie boom. In common with many of

those pictures it has the same basic

cast/character structure (older paternal

scientist, young hero, young heroine), which
immediately brings to mind the characters in

the much later Them!
The film opens with the shadow of the

myopic Doctor Alexander Thorkel (Albert

Dekker) on a rough-hewn brick wall. Thorkel

is in his laboratory, working on a series of

experiments to discover the effects of

Radium on living creatures. Thorkel has an
argument with his assistant over the morality

of his experiments which climaxes with

Thorkel killing the assistant. We switch

scenes to New York and the offices of Dr

Rupiert Bulfinch (Charles Halton). Bulfinch

has just received a communication from
Thorkel which requests that he and a group of

scientists join him in the Amazon jungle to

assist in his experiments. Bulfinch is

delighted with the invitation and sets off

immediately, bringing with him a lovely

young scientist, Mary Robinson (Janice

Logan). On their journey Bulfinch and Mary
secure the services of a effete chemicaf
engineer. Bill Stockton (Tom Coley). Stockton

is reluctant to join the expedition but is forced

to due to financial considerations—he's

broke! The three arrive at the village closest

to the lab of Thorkel and try to hire a pack of

mules. But the owner of the mules, Steve

Baker (Victor Kilian), insists that he go along.

When the group arrives at fhe laboratory,

Thorkel is dismissive and seems eager for his

newly found colleagues to leave. But they

insist on staying to find out what Thorkel is

working on. They discover a mine shaft

behind Thorkel's laboratory. Steve witnesses

Thorkel winching a strange looking piece of

apparatus out the shaft to make a few
adjustments. After Thorkel is safely back

inside, Steve gathers up a few pieces of rock

from around the mouth of the shaft and
returns to the others. They determine that the

ore is Radium and begin to bicker among
themselves over what to do with the

discovery. Meanwhile in Thorkel's laboratory

the crazed scientist is examining a tiny

piebald horse, a mere seven inches tall.

Next morning, Thorkel again insists that

they leave and that ifthey don't they will be in

grave danger. Suddenly, there is the sound of

a horse neighing and Thorkel wanders off to

find the source of the noise. The others look

on bemused as Thorkel prowls around in a

patch of long grass, talking to some small

animal that we can't see. Thorkel returns to

his lab without a word and the scientists

decide that they will break into the lab to

discover exactly what Thorkel is up to.

Unfortunately, Thorkel catches them in the

act and blows his stack, threatening them
with all kinds of nastiness. Then, strangely, he

relents and offers to show them his work.

Thorkel is drawing power from the Radium in

the mine without having to extract a sliver of

ore from the shaft. The energy is then used to

power a shrinking ray. Thorkel manoeuvres
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his enemies into the shrinking chamber and
turns on the ray. Needless to say, it works.

When they wake up they find themselves in

the cellar under Thorkel's lab. He toys with

the miniature people for a while, then, tiring

of his game, he promptly goes to sleep. The
tiny scientists take their chance and escape
into the yard outside, where they are

menaced by giant chickens and a giant cat.

Thorkel wakes up and begins to hunt his pets

down with a large butterfly net. He catches
Bulfinch and returns with him to the lab. He
begins a series of tests on the tiny scientist

and ends up by chloroforming him to death.

The others escape into the jungle and attempt

to float a canoe to take them to safety. But
Thorkel soon catches up and brings them
back to the lab. They escape once more and
line a shotgun up with Thorkel's bed. Thorkel,

meanwhile is dozing in a chair on the other

side of the room. Bill manages to snatch
Thorkel's glasses and break the lenses, then

turns his attention to the spares Thorkel

keeps in a drawer. Thorkel awakes and turns

the lab upside down trying to catch his

victims. The scientists escape to the mine and
lure Thorkel out onto a plank that spans the

mouth of the shaft. Thorkel loses his footing

and plunges to his death at the bottom of the
mine.

Actor Albert Dekker, who admirably
portrayed the unhinged Dr Cyclops had been
around Holywood in undistinguished roles

for years. Dr Cyclops was his only starring

part in a career then spanned more than thirty

years, from Beau Geste and Dr Cyclops in

1939 to Sam Peckinpah's The WUdBurtch
(1969). Director Ernest B. Schoedsack was
perhaps better known for the classic King
Kong movie of 1933. Long a partner of Merian
Cooper, Schoedsack was responsible for

helming a vast array of movies including

Grass (1926), Chang (1927), Hound ofZaroff

[^922) and MightyJoe young(^9^9) Many of

the special effects used in Dr. Cyclops.

particularly the giant hand of Thorkel

grasping the tiny form of Bulfinch, had their

origins in King Kong.
Dr Cyclops designer, Hans Dreier (1884-

1966), had been an art director in the German
cinema who came to Hollywood before the

war. He masterminded the sets ar>d their

giant-sized duplicates, which were used in

conjunction with the scenes involving the

shrunken scientists. Dreier also worked on
such classics as The Hunchback ofNotre
Dame (1923), Dr JekyllandMr Hyde
and Sunset Boulevard {covered in depth in

cinema 7).

When compared with its contemporaries.

Dr. Cyclops is certainly a film that was ahead
of its time. It was one of the first movies to use
Radium in such a sinister role, pre-figuring

the Atomic paranoia that was to follow in the

giant insect pictures of the 1950s. More
specifically, the idea of radioactive elements
affecting the size of living objects was also to

become a mainstay of fifties sf movie. The
back-projection in the scenes involving the

full-size Thorkel and the miniaturised

scientists is convincirtg, especialy when you
consider that the film was in colour. However,
Ernest Schoedsack had had plenty of practice

in back-projection techniques durirtg the

filming of King Kong.
Dr Cyclops is a good deal better than film

historians would lead one to believe. Even
this author has been guilty of under-

estimating its quality (in the Starburst

Annual, now on sale!) But having seen the

picture again recently, I have to admit that I

was thoroughly impressed. Dr Cyclops turns

up very rarely on television, even more rarely

on the specialist cinemas circuits. But should
it happen to come your way, make the effort

to see it. You won't be disappointed! O
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